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TOWN OF LYNOEBOROUOH
MONTHLY BOARD MEETINGS
MEETING: DAY: LOCATION: TIME:
Budget Coiranittee Quarterly Citizen's Hall 7:30
Comnuni cations (MACC Base) 1st Wednesday Mil ford Town Hall 8:00
Conservation Comnission 2nd Monday Citizen's Hall 7:30
Lafayette Artillery 2nd Wednesday Citizen's Hall 7:30
(Except December)
Lafayette Artillery Drill 3rd Wednesday Cannon Drill 6:30
(April -September)
Library Trustees 1st Friday Library 4:30
Lyndeborough School Board 2nd Tuesday Central School 7:30
Planning Board Committee 1st Thursday Citizen's Hall 7:30
WLC School Board 1st Tuesday WLC School 7:30
Zoning Board of Adjustment 2nd Friday Citizen's Hall 7:30




1994 Charles E. Levesque ***
1992 Peter J. Quinn
1993 Robert H. Rogers
TOWN CLERK:
1992 Patricia A. Schultz
APPT Carol A. Rosswaag, Deputy
MODERATOR
:




APPT John J. Gryval, III
TAX COLLECTCm:
1992 Patricia A. Schultz
FIRE CHIEF:
ELEC Zenas E. Harkleroad
ROAD AGENT:
APPT Anthony C. Rocca
TRUSTEES OF CEMETERIES:
1992 Donald W. Light
1993 Theodore D. Rocca
1994 James Button
TRUSTEES OP TRUST FUNDS:
1992 Helen T. van Ham
1993 M. Ruth Moynihan
1994 Frances H. Houston
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST:





1993 Jessie W. Salisbury
1994 Ernest Kallman
HEALTH OFFICER:
APPT Elizabeth Stevens RN
BUDGET COMMITTEE:
1994 Burton Reynolds ***








SEL Peter J. Quinn
SCHL Linda Anderson
CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
1992 David Hill ***





APPT John J. Gryval, III
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION:
APPT Elizabeth Raymond ***
APPT Louise Jos 1 in
APPT Lucy Schmidt
SECR Jessie Salisbury
SEL Robert H. Rogers




1992 Leland Achorn ***
1993 Ralph Dwire *
1992 Kendall Spencer
1993 Lois Kenick
1994 Mary Alice Fullerton
1994 Dorothy Wood
SECR Jessie Salisbury
SEL Robert H. Rogers
ALT Leona Foote
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT: APPT











APPT Leland J. Achorn
APPT Helen T. van Ham
4 TOWN -WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Polls will be open from 10:00ain to 7:00pin to act upon Article
1.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Lyndeborough in the County of
Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote in the Town
Affairs:
Tou are hereby notified to meet at Citizen's Hall in said
Lyndeborough on Tuesday, the tenth day of March next at 10:00 of
the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing
.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of the Historic
District Ordinances as proposed by Petition?
This article if adopted would create an Historic District in the
vicinity of Lyndeborough Center as shown on the proposal on file
in the Town Clerk's Office.
The Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Lyndeborough, N.H., is
hereby amended by adding thereto the following articles:
ARTICLE I HISTORIC DISTRICT
Section I Historic District
An Historic District shall be superimposed upon Rural District
I. The regulations and procedures of Article II, Historic
District Regulations, shall apply in addition to the
regulations of the underlying district and other applicable
local ordinances.
Section I.l Criteria
Criteria for the designation of the historic district shall be
the same as set forth in 36 CFR 60 ("Code of Federal




The Lyndeborough Center Historic District boundaries are
defined on Map 7 of the Tax Maps of the Town of Lyndeborough
as including Lots 28-1, 28, 27-2 and the Center Cemetery.
ARTICLE II HISTORIC DISTRICT REGULATIONS
Grant of Power
Pursuant to RSA 673:1, the Town of Lyndeborough, New Hampshire,
established in 1991 an historic district commission, and
pursuant to RSA 674:46, the town meeting has, by this
ordinance, established an historic district within the
boundaries of the Town of Lyndeborough.
Section II.l Purposes 5
It is hereby declared as a matter of public policy that the
recognition, preservation, enhancement, and continued use of
buildings, structures, and the area of Lyndeborough Center
having historical, architectural, or cultural significance are
required in the interest of cultural enrichment, health and
general welfare of the community. The purposes of this
ordinance are to:
(a) safeguard the heritage of Lyndeborough by providing for the
protection of the Town Hall, the Center Church building, the
Town Pound, the flag pole, the time capsule, cemetery, the
former Town Barn and the common area;
(b) promote the public and private use of structures and areas
within the historic district;
(c) to supervise the upkeep and repair of the town's buildings
and grounds in the historic district.
Section I I. 2 Membership
(a) The Historic District Commission shall consist of five
members and two alternates. All members must be residents of
Lyndeborough and must have demonstrated interest and ability to
understand, appreciate, and promote purposes of this Article.
(b) One member shall be a member of the Board of Selectmen and
one member shall be a member of the Planning Board. Insofar as
possible, other members including alternates shall include:
1. a member of another land use board,
2. a local historical society member,
3. a member of the United Church of Lyndeborough.
4. an abutter to the historic district.
(c) Whenever a regular member of the Commission is absent or
whenever a regular member disqualifies himself or herself, the
chairperson shall designate an alternate to act in the place of
the absent member.
Section I I. 3 Terms of Office, Vacancies and Removal
(a) Members shall be appointed by the selectmen for three year
terms. Other than the selectmen member, the initial
appointments shall be staggered so that two members shall be
appointed for three years, two members shall be appointed for
two years, and two members shall be appointed for one year.
(b) The selectmen shall act within sixty (60) days to fill a
vacancy, including expired terms. Vacancies shall be filled
as provided by RSA 673:13.
(c) Members may be removed for cause in a manner as provided by
RSA 673:13.
6
(d) The chairperson may request the resignation of any member
who fails to attend four consecutive meetings without just
cause
.
Section I I. 4 Officers/Quorum
The Commission shall annually elect a chairperson from the
appointed members and may create other officers as it deems
necessary. The term of every officer and chairperson elected
by the Historic District Commission shall be for one year.
Both the chairperson and officers shall be eligible for re->
election. Pour members of the Commission shall constitute a
quorum for the conduct of business.
Section I I. 5 Meetings
Meetings of the Historic District Commission shall be held at
the call of the chairperson and at such other times as the
commission members shall determine, but not less that four
times per year. Public notification and public hearings of the
Commission's actions shall be in conformance with RSA 91~A and
other applicable statutory requirements.
Section II. 6 Powers and Duties of the Commission.
In accordance with RSA 674:46, the Historic District Commission
shall have the power and duty to:
(a) establish rules and regulations for the conduct of business
which are consistent with R8A 673, RSA 676, RSA 677 and in
accordance with RSA 91 -A;
(b) recommend and propose amendments and/ or revisions of this
article to the Planning Board;
(c) within the District, the Commission shall have the
authority to regulate changes and alterations in the use and
appearance of structures, and to maintain the town buildings in
a manner consistent with the regulations of the National
Register of Historic Places, and the New Hampshire Division of
Historic Resources.
(Not Approved by Planning Board)
The Balance of the Warrant to be taken up and voted upon on
Saturday, March 14, 1992 at 10:00 in the morning at the Wilton-
Lyndeborough Cooperative Junior Senior High School, Wilton, N.H.
ARTICLE 3. To hear reports of all Town Officers, Agents, and
Committees, and take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow sums of money in
anticipation of taxes.
7
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend without further action
by the Town Meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Trustees of the J. A. Tarbell Library to apply for, accept, and
expend without further action by the Town Meeting, money from any
source which becomes available during the fiscal year.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey property acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's deed, by public auction or advertised sealed bid, or
in such other manner determined by the Selectmen as Justice may
require.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey to Gladys Blanchette Lot 12-9 for back taxes
plus interest, or take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to accept the portion of
Locust Lane that has been relocated across Lots 13-70-1, 13-70-2
and 13-70-3 according to the plan accepted by the Planning Board
on December 28, 1988; and to accept the extension of Locust Lane
approved by the Planning Board on December 28, 1988 and amended
by said Board on June 14, 1990.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to deed to the owners of Lots 13-69 and 13-69-1 that
portion of Locust Lane that has been abandoned by the relocation
approved by the Planning Board of December 28, 1988.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Budget
(excluding articles 12-17) as prepared by the Budget Committee or
make any alterations thereto, so as to raise such sums of money
to defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriation of the same.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and to
appropriate the sum of ninety thousand dollars ($90,000) for the
purchase of a new grader or take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to be
added to the Highway Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund previously
established; or take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000) to be added
to the Police Department vehicle Capital Reserve Fund previously
established; or take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
an ambulance, and to raise and appropriate the sum of three
thousand dollars ($3,000) to be placed in this fund; or take any
action relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
funding for potential landfill closing costs, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be
placed in this fund; or to take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to enter into a lease purchase agreement for the
purchase of a new fire truck at a cost not to exceed $180,000,
said lease purchase agreement to be for a 7 year period with the
annual payments to be not more than $31,972 or take any other
action relative thereto. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 18: To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 17th day of February, in the










MS-7 (Page 1) BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF LYN0EB0R0U6H
BUDGET
*DRA SELECTMEN'S COMMITTEE
SOURCES OF REVENUE ESTIMATED ACTUAL ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
REVENUES REVENUES REV.ENSUING REV.ENSUING
DRA TOWN CURRENT YR CURRENT YR FISCAL YR FISCAL YR
No. No. TAXES 1991 1991 1992 1992
3120 4000-91 Land Use Change Taxes 6,000.00 12,400.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
3180 4000-86 Resident Taxes 7,000.00 6,750.00 7,000.00 7,000.00
3185 4000-88 Yield Taxes 11,000.00 16,713.94 17,000.00 17,000.00
3190 4000-89 Int.i Pen.on Deliquent Taxes
LICENSES.PERMITS AND FEES
26,448.00 32,885.89 30,000.00 30,000.00
3220 4001-08 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 83,000.00 85,739.50 85,000.00 85,000.00
3230 4001-11 Building Permits 3,000.00 3,620.08 3,000.00 3,000.00
3290 MULTI-4 Other Licenses,Permits,Fees
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
2,305.00 2,759.62 2,364.00 2,364.00
3319 MULTI-2 Other
FROM STATE
147.00 132.29 5,132.00 5,132.00
3351 4000-93 Shared Revenue
3353 4000-94 Highway Block Grant
13,162.00 37904.38 15,000.00 15,000.00
52,993.00 52992.97 50.110.00 50,110.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401 4001-14 Income from Departments 693.00 1062.11 700.00 700.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 4001-21 Sale of Municipal Property 710.00 775.50 500.00 500.00
3502 4001-20 Interest on Deposits 5,700.00 7,436.48 5,500.00 5,500.00
3503 4001-15 Rents of Property 205.00 405.00 300.00 300.00
3506 4001-23 Insurance Reimbursement 0.00 0.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
3508 4001-22 Contributions/Donations/Refunds
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
14,788.00 15,786.55 5,000.00 5,000.00
3915 4001-24 Capital Reserve Fund 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3916 4001-26 Trust Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3934 4001-25 Proceeds: Bonds/Long Term Notes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3939 4001-29 Fire Department Air Bags
Fund Balance






283,086.00 336,295.00 233,606.00 233,606.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
LESS: AMOUNT OF ESTIMATED REVENUES,EXCLUSIVE OF TAXES

















































Executive Salary & Expense







































4324 6100-31 Recycling Center
4325 6100-33 Solid Waste Clean-up/Monitoring
HEALTH
4419 MULTI-3 Health Agencies and Hospitals
WELFARE
4442 MULTI-2 Direct Assistance
CULTURE & RECREATION
4520 6100-50 Parks & Recreation
4550 6100-49 Library
4583 6100-51 Patriotic Purposes


















BUDGET RECOMMENDED NOT RECOM.
ENSUING ENSUING ENSUING






































































4,034.00 4,101.00 4,034.00 4,034.00


























1.775.00 1.775.00 2,695.00 2,695.00 0.00
7.964.00 7,964.00 10,417.00 10,417.00 0.00
1.050.00 1.000.00 1,000.00 1.000.00 0.00





4619 6100-52 Other Conservation
DEBT SERVICE
4711 6100-55 Pr in.-Long Ten Bonds/Notes
4721 6100-56 Int.-Long Ten Bonds/Notes








BUDGET RECOMMENDED NOT RECOM.
ENSUING ENSUING ENSUING
FISCAL YR FISCAL YR FISCAL YR
1992 1992 1992
1.00
4901 6100-85 Land and Inprovenients 4,000.00
4902 MULTI-4 Machinery .Vehicles & Equipnient 12,625.00
4903 6100-87 Buildings 7,500.00
4909 MULTI-2 Iiprovenents Other Than Building 11,592.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4915 MULTI-4 Transfers to CRF
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
0.00 1.00 1.00
45,525.00 45,525.00 45,525.00 45,525.00
9,659.00 9,658.98 6,063.00 6,063.00
10,000.00 3,652.38 5,000.00 5,000.00





4,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12,539.75 121,968.00 90,000.00 31,968.00
5,750.98 0.00 0.00 0.00
2,935.65 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
606,200.00 543,112.70 721,679.00 689,711.00 31,968.00
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE -MBA- LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT: LYNDEBOROUGH - FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
10% LIMITATION PER RSA 32:8
1. Total Alt. recoftoended by Budget Conmittee 689,711.00
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principal: Long-Ten Bonds & Notes
3. Interest: Long Ten Bonds & Notes
9. Total Exclusions
10. AMOunt Reconaiended less Exclusions





11. 10% of AMount RecoMtended less Exclusions
(Line 10 tines .10)
12. Add Total Anount RecoMiended by Budget
CoMittee (Line 1)
15. MaxinUR Anount That May be Appropriated













4001-10 UCC/Fed Tax Lien/Filing/Pole Pet
4001-12 Pistol Periits




















REV .ENSUING REV .ENSUING










3319 4000-98 FEMA/Grants/Reiib . - Federal
4001-03 Wildlife Refuge - Federal











PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS SELECTMEN'S BUDGET COMMITTEE
HULTI-CONBINATIONS FACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET RECOMMENDED NOT RECOM.
APPROP. EXPEND. ENSUING ENSUING ENSUING
DRA TOUN CURRENT CURRENT FISCAL YR FISCAL YR FISCAL YR
No. No. 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992
4130 5000-01 Town Office Salary 3,600.00 3,600.00 3,600.00 3,600.00 0.00
5300-02 Town Office Expense 16,690.00 22,912.32 21.539.00 21,539.00 0.00
20,290.00 26,512.32 25.139.00 25.139.00 0.00
4140 5003-01 Town Clerk Salary 4,041.00 4,036.49 5.075.00 5.075.00 0.00
5005-01 Deputy Clerk Salary 1,244.00 1,441.42 1.508.00 1.508.00 0.00
5306-02 Town Clerk Expense 700.00 654.39 700.00 700.00 0.00
6100-03 ElecReg., 1. Vital Stat. 600.00 857.39 1,600.00 1.600.00 0.00
5008-01 Moderator 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00
6,685.00 7,089.69 8,983.00 8.983.00 0.00
4150 5004-01 Tax Collector Salary 4,041.00 4,036.51 5,075.00 5,075.00 0.00
5307-02 Tax Collector Expense 1,500.00 1,309.11 2,600.00 2,600.00 0.00
5315-02 Auditors 4,800.00 4,000.00 4.800.00 4,800.00 0.00
5002-01 Treasurer 2,072.00 2,072.00 2,072.00 2,072.00 0.00
5006-01 Self-Audit 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6100-06 Assessor 3,000.00 1,885.00 3.200.00 3,200.00 0.00
5007-01 Trustee of Trust Funds 200.00 200.00 300.00 300.00 0.00
5311-02 Tax Bills & Warrants 1,000„00 1,407.45 1,000,00 1,000.00 0.00
16,614.00 14,910.07 19,047„00 19,047.00 0.00
4155 6100-79 Fica/Retire/Pension/Med 12,000.00 12,243.22 13,000.00 0.00 0.00
6100-81 Uneiployient Conpensation 800.00 855.45 1,000.00 0.00 0.00
6100-82 BC/BS 11,000.00 6,435.46 16,500.00 0.00 0.00
23,800.00 19,534.13 30,500.00 0.00 0.00
4191 6100-07 Planning Board 1,890.00 1,419.92 1,600.00 1,600.00 0.00
6100-11 Zoning Board of Adjustment 600.00 435.95 600.00 600.00 0.00






4194 6100-05 Center Hail Haintenance
6100-10 Citizen's Hall Haintenance
4199 6100-13 Tax Hap
5320-02 Peradxiiation
4312 5600-23 Hgwy Personnel & Hater ial Costs
5700-24 Hgwy Garage & Equip.Repair/Exp.
4319 6100-26 Sealing
6100-27 Highway Block Grant
4419 6100-41 Hone Health Care/Visiting Nurse
6100-42 Hental Health Services
6100-43 St. Joseph's Services
4442 6100-44 General Assistance
6100-45 Old Age Assistance




4909 6100-67 Fuel Tanks
6100-89 Recycling Cap Grant
4915 6100-83 CRF: Highway Truck
6100-84 CRF: Police Cruiser
6100-90 CRF: Ambulance
6100-91 CRF: Landfill Closing
SELECTHEN'S BUDGET COMHITTEE
ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET RECOMHENDED NOT RECOM.
APPROP. EXPEND. ENSUING ENSUING ENSUING
CURRENT CURRENT FISCAL YR FISCAL YR FISCAL YR
1991 1991 1992 1992 1992
1,500.00 477.51 1,500.00 1,500.00 0.00
3,500.00 4,039.02 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00
5,000.00 4,516.53 5,500.00 5,500.00 0.00
550.00 539.84 550.00 550.00 0.00
1,255.00 0.00 1,255.00 1,255.00 0.00
1,805,00 539.84 1,805.00 1,805.00 0.00
94,358.00 87,423.82 94,358.00 94,358.00 0.00
25,500.00 22,891.25 25,500.00 25,500.00 0.00
119,858.00 110,315.07 119,858.00 119,858.00 0.00
30,000.00 22,768.79 30,000.00 30,000.00 0.00
52,993.00 52,992.97 50,110,00 50,110.00 0.00
82,993.00 75,761.76 80,110.00 80,110.00 0.00
2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 0.00>
1,294.00 1,361.00 1,294.00 1,294.00 0.00
240.00 240.00 240.00 240.00 0.00
4,034.00 4,101.00 4,034.00 4,034„00 0.00
2,500.00 2,166.50 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
2,501.00 2,166.50 3,001.00 3,001.00 0.00
3,000.00 2,995.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9,625.00 9,544.75 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 31,968.00 0.00 31,968.00
12,625.00 12,539.75 121,968.00 90,000.00 31,968.00
3,000.00 2,935.65 0.00 0.00 0.00
8,592.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11,592.00 2,935.65 0.00 0.00 0.00
15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 0.00
4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 10,000.00 10,000.00 0.00
19,000.00 19,000.00 32,000.00 32,000.00 0.00





4000-86 3180 Resident Taxes
4000-88 3185 Yield Taxes
4000-89 3190 Int.& Pen. on Delinquent Taxes
4000-91 3120 Land Use Change Taxes
4000-93 3351 Shared Revenue - State
4000-94 3353 Highway Block Grant - State
4000-98 3319 FEHA/Grants/Reiiib.- Federal
4001-03 3319 Wildlife Refuge - Federal
4001-08 3220 Hotor Vehicle Periits/Titles
4001-09 3290 Dog Licenses & Penalties
4001-10 3290 UCC/Fed Tax Lien/Filing/Pole Pet
4001-11 3230 Building Peraits
4001-12 3290 Pistol Periits
4001-14 3401 Incone froa Departients
4001-15 3503 Rental of Town Property
4001-16 3290 Planning & Zoning
4001-20 3502 Interest on Deposits
4001-21 3501 Sale of Hunicipal Property
4001-22 3508 Contributions/Donations/Refunds
4001-23 3506 Insurance Reiaburse«ents
4001-24 3915 Transfers froi CRF
4001-25 3934 Proceeds: Bonds & Long Tera Note
4001-26 3916 Transfers fro« Trust Funds
4001-29 3939 Fire DeparUient Air Bags
DRA Fund Balance
TOTAL
DRA ESTIHATED ACTUAL ESTIMATED
REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE ENSUING



























NS-5 (Page 2) BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF LYNDEBOROUGH, N.H • 15
EXPENDITURES
ACTUAL ACTUAL PROPOSED
Acct. DRA APPROPRIATION EXPENDITURES ENSUING
No. No. TOWN OFFICE SALARY CURRENT YR 1991 CURRENT YR 1991 FISCAL YR 1992
5001-01 4130 SeiectRen 3,600.00 3,600.00 3,600.00
5002-01 4150 Treasurer 2,072.00 2,072.00 2,072.00
5003-01 4140 Town Clerk 4,041.00 4,036.49 5,075.00
5004-01 4150 Tax Collector 4,041.00 4,036.51 5,075.00
5005-01 4140 Clerk Deputy 1,244.00 1,441.42 1,508.00
5006-01 4150 Auditor 1.00 0.00 0.00
5007-01 4150 Trustee of Trust Funds 200.00 200.00 300.00
5008-01 4140 Moderator 100.00 100.00 100.00
15,299.00 15,486.42 17,730.00
TOWN OFFICE EXPENSE
5301-02 4130 Secretarial Service 8,290.00 13.123.52 14,144.00
5302-02 4130 Telephone 600.00 689.24 600.00
5303-02 4130 Dues 500.00 520.00 520.00
5304-02 4130 Printing & Notices 500.00 509.40 500.00
5305-02 4130 Postage 1,450.00 1,658.21 600.00
5306-02 4140 Town Clerk Expense 700.00 654.39 700.00
5307-02 4150 Tax Collector Expense 1,500.00 1,309.11 2,600.00
5306-02 4130 Town Officer Bond 375.00 388.00 400.00
5309-02 4130 Town Reports 800.00 1.313.00 800.00
5310-02 4130 Office Supplies & Petty Cash 725.00 1,206.15 725.00
5311-02 4150 Tax Bills & Warrants 1,000.00 1,407.45 1,000.00
5312-02 4130 Check Writer 200.00 199.50 0.00
5313-02 4130 Coiputer/Copier '92 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
5314-02 4130 Equipient Maintenance 1,000.00 1,012.00 1,000.00
5315-02 4150 Audit Expense 4,800.00 4,000.00 4,800.00
5316-02 4130 Miscellaneous & Fax 150.00 56.79 150.00
5317-02 4130 RSA & Subscriptions 300.00 400.35 300.00
5318-02 4130 Software & Training 200.00 200.00 200.00
5319-02 4130 Current Use Registration 100.00 136.16 100.00
5320-02 4199 Peraibulation 1,255.00 0.00 1,255.00
25,945.00 30,283.27 31,894.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
5401-15 4210 Wages 40,384.00 39,957.48 45,517.00
5403-15 4210 Cruiser Maintenance 1,265.00 1,180.87 1,630.00
5404-15 4210 Office Expense & Telephone 1,8%.00 2,068.22 1,896.00
5405-15 4210 Uniform Expense 750.00 922.65 750.00
5406-15 4210 Training 600.00 589.01 600.00
5407-15 4210 Radio & Radar Repair 750.00 766.05 750.00
5408-15 4210 Dog Control 350.00 266.00 350.00
5409-15 4210 Fuel 3,240.00 2,574.03 3.260.00
5410-15 4210 Equipnent 300.00 283.90 300.00
49,535.00 48,608.21 55,053.00
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EXPENDITURES
«ACTUAL ACTUAL PROPOSED
Acct. DRA APPROPRIATION EXPENDITURES ENSUING
No. NOi FIRE DEPARTHENT CURRENT YR 1991 CURRENT YR 1991 FISCAL YR 1992
5501-16 4220 Building Maintenance 2,500.00 2,978.09 3,000.00
5502-16 4220 Truck Maintenance 6,200.00 7,549.21 5,200.00
5503-16 4220 Paint (Vehicles) 400.00 450.00 400.00
5504-16 4220 Radio Maintenance 800.00 1,291.72 800.00
5505-16 4220 Telephone 300.00 277.41 350.00
5506-16 4220 Heating 1,300.00 1,411.44 1,400.00
5507-16 4220 Electricity 550.00 417.26 500.00
5508-16 4220 New Equipment 5,400.00 3,301.64 5,500.00
5509-16 4220 Dues & Associations 150.00 130.00 150.00
5510-16 4220 Forest Fires 300.00 0.00 300.00
5511-16 4220 Training 1,000.00 877.66 1,000.00
5512-16 4220 Gas & Diesel 700.00 817.05 900.00
5513-16 4220 Equipnent Repair 800.00 861.73 900.00
5514-16 4220 Reinbursenent 6,000.00 6,000.01 6,000.00
26,400.00 26,363.22 26,400.00
HIGHWAY PERSONNEL & MATERIAL COSTS
5601-23 4312 Uages 67,358.00 59,951.89 67,358.00
5602-23 4312 Equipment Hire 5,000.00 4,648.00 5,000.00
5603-23 4312 Salt/CaC12 9,000.00 10,100.30 9,000.00
5604-23 4312 Hot & Cold Patch 500.00 233.74 500.00
5605-23 4312 Sand 7,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00
5606-23 4312 Culverts 1,500.00 1,489.89 1,500.00
5607-23 4312 Gravel 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
94,358.00 87,423.82 94,358.00
HIGHWAY GARAGE & EQUIPMENT REPAIR/EXPENSE
5701-24 4312 Fuel 8,000.00 6,524.92 7,500.00
5702-24 4312 Maintenance 1,500.00 1.491.55 1,500.00
5703-24 4312 Chains 500.00 452.00 500.00
5704-24 4312 Telephone & Pager 850.00 765.42 850.00
5705-24 4312 Ueiding Supplies 300.00 319.00 350.00
5706-24 4312 Signs & Markers 200.00 186.12 200.00
5707-24 4312 Utilities & Supplies 2,500.00 2,301.50 2,500.00
5708-24 4312 Paint 200.00 84.03 200.00
5709-24 4312 Grader & Plow Blades 1,500.00 1,692.49 1,500.00
5710-24 4312 Oil & Grease 1,000.00 859.70 1,000.00
5711-24 4312 1985 Chevy Pickup 0.00 0.00 300.00
5712-24 4312 1968 Grader T & R 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
5713-24 4312 J Deere Tractor T i R 500.00 452.66 500.00
5714-24 4312 1987 Loader T i R 1,000.00 906.41 1,000.00
5715-24 4312 1985 International T & R 2,000.00 1,458.57 2,000.00
5716-24 4312 1989 Mack Duv> Truck T & R 500.00 484.35 500.00
5717-24 4312 1959 Ford T «. R 300.00 300.00 300.00
5718-24 4312 Sander Repair 1,000.00 984.08 1,000.00
5719-24 4312 Ford Tractor T 4 R 500.00 500.00 500.00
5720-24 4312 Chain Saw 150.00 128.45 300.00
25,500.00 22.891.25 25.500.00
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Acct. DRA
No. NO.
6100-03 4140 Election/Registration/Vital Stat
6100-04 4195 Cemeteries
6100-05 4194 Center Hall Maintenance
6100-06 4152 Revaluation of Property
6100-07 4191 Planning Board
6100-08 4153 Legal Expenses
6100-09 4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc.
6100-10 4194 Citizen's Hall Maintenance
6100-11 4191 Zoning Board of Adjustment
6100-12 4150 Assessor
6100-13 4199 Tax Map
6100-17 4290 Emergency Management
6100-18 4240 Building Inspection
6100-19 4299 Communications (MACC Base)
6100-25 4316 Streetlighting
6100-26 4319 Sealing
6100-27 4319 Block Grant
6100-31 4324 Recycling Center
6100-33 4325 Landfill Monitoring
6100-38 4215 Ambulance
6100-41 4419 Home Health Care/Visiting Nurse
6100-42 4419 Mental Health Service
6100-43 4419 St. Joseph's Services
6100-44 4442 General Assistance
6100-45 4442 Old Age Assistance
6100-49 4550 Library
6100-50 4520 Parks and Recreation/Youth Cente
6100-51 4583 Patriotic Purposes/Memorial Day
6100-52 4619 Conservation Commission
6100-53 4589 Restoration & Preservation
6100-55 4711 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
6100-56 4721 Int.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
6100-57 4723 Int.-Tax Anticipation Notes
6100-67 4909 Fuel Tanks
6100-79 4155 Fica/Retire/Pension/Med/BC-BS
6100-80 41% NHPLIT/Wor k .Comp ./Pub .Off ice
6100-81 4155 Unemployment Compensation
6100-83 4915 CRF: Highway Truck
6100-84 4915 CRF: Police Cruiser
6100-85 4901 Citizen's Hall Parking Lot
6100-86 4902 Fire Department Air Bags
6100-87 4903 Library Storage Rooms
6100-88 4902 Ambulance
6100-89 4909 Recycling Cap Grant
6100-90 4915 CRF: Ambulance
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GRAND TOTAL 606,200.00 543,112.70 689,712.00 31,968.00
18 STATE OP NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OP REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
1991 TAX RATE
The Tax Rate has been computed and set. The tax rate, its
breakdown, the amount to be committed to the tax collector, the
appropriations due other units of government, the amount o£
overlay and the assessment used to calculate the tax rate are
listed below as follows:
1991 Tax Rate and Commitment
1991 Tax Rate 36.50
1991 Amount of tax to be Committed to Tax Collector 1,535,280.00
1991 Tax Rate Breakdown




Combined Rate (Town, School & County) 36.50
Due Other Units of Government
Due to School District 1,079,345.00
Due to County 136,902.00
Other pertinent Information
1991 Overlay 20,661.00
Net Valuation Used in Setting the Tax Rate 42,183,000.00
October 22, 1991 Andrea Reid, Director
SCHEDULE OP TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 204,000.00
Purniture and Equipment 15,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 45,500.00
Purniture and Equipment 5,000.00
Police Department Equipment 20,000.00
Pi re Department, Lands and Buildings 50,700.00
Equipment 100,000.00
Highway Department, Land and Buildings 100,000.00
Equipment 160,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 3,500.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 700,000.00
All Lands and Buildings acquired through
Tax Collector's Deed 59,195.39
Purgatory Palls Conservation Land 7,900.00
Town Histories 105 ^ $7.00 735.00
Total 1,471,030.39
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1991 19
Total Long-term Notes Outstanding
As of December 31, 1991
New Debts Acquired Fiscal 1991
Total
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year








SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM OUTST/yiDING NOTES
1987 Date Interest Principal Balance
Loader 10/08/90 12,400.00
04/08/91 372.00 6,200.00 6,200.00
10/08/91 186.00 00.00 6,200.00
04/08/92 186.00 6,200.00 .00
1989 Mack Date Interest Principal Balance
Dump Truck 09/29/90 26,650.00
03/29/91 1,092.65 13,325.00 13,325.00
09/29/91 546.33 .00 13,325.00
03/29/92 546.33 13,325.00 .00
Highway Date Interest Principal Balance
Garage 09/29/90 104,000.00
Locust 03/29/91 4,264.00 26,000.00 78,000.00
Lane 09/29/91 3,198.00 .00 78,000.00
03/29/92 3,198.00 26,000.00 52,000.00
09/29/92 2,132.00 .00 52,000.00
03/29/93 2,132.00 26,000.00 26,000.00
09/29/93 1,066.00 .00 26,000.00
03/29/94 1,066.00 26,000.00 .00
TREASURER'S REPORT - JANUARY 1, 1991 TO DECEMBER 31, 1991
CASH on Hand January 1, 1991














Norma S. Walker, Treasurer
20 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
MS-1 TAX YEAR 1991
Value of Land Only
Current Use
Residential




Value of Buildings Only
Residential
Manufactured Housing




Public Utilities Electric 650,000.00
Valuation Before Exemptions 42,293,000.00
Exemptions Elderly (7)
Physically Handicapped (1)




Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate
is computed 42,183,000.00
Tax Credits
74 - Veterans (War Service Credits)













Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use
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Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
DEBIT
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning




Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes














Remitted to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 1,280,800.07 282,048.89
Resident Taxes 5,710.00 1,040.00
Land Use Change Tax 12,400.00
Yield Taxes 15,605.10
Bad Check Fees 40.00
Costs Before Tax Lien 513.00
Tax Lien Costs 2,615.00
Interest on Taxes 2,509.55 5,902.02
Penalties on Resident Tax 27.00 105.00
Abatements Allowed:
Property Taxes 14,176.33 2,241.99
Resident Taxes 380.00 560.00
Uncollected Taxes End of
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 259,614.15 1,983.19
Resident Taxes 2,540.00 830.00


















Total Credits 1,596,951.90 298,885.09
22 MS-61 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Sumnary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
...Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of..
DEBIT
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
of Fiscal Year:











Interest and Cost after Sale
Overpayments
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year



































59,006.22 27 ,236.17 25,002..52






74,549.33 31 ,153.00 3,249..33
137,102.02 64 ,249.42 40,248..36
























REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS












New Funds Principal Income Expended Unexpended
in 1991 12/31/91





































1,125.50 86.69 86.69 .00
200.00 15.41 15.41 .00
400.00 30.80 30.80 .00
1,000.00 77.02 77 02 .00
90.00 6.93 6.93 .00
300.00 23.11 23.11 .00
580.00 44.67 44.67 .00
1,000.00 77.02 77.02 .00
6,852.90 524.82 524.82 .00
10,422.90 799.78 799.78 .00
1,000.00 105.25 100.00 482 .48
700.00 84.15 50.00 261 .43
3,743.21 449.10 2,141.00 877 .15
6,852.90 555.74 .00 959 .50
Total of All Fund 385.00 42,799.51 5,523.00 5,227.47 34,584.43
Capital Reserve Fund for Highway Truck

















Sale of Cemetery Lots $ 190.00
Perpetual Care 185.00
















Cemetery Lots (To Selectmen) 190.00

















LYNDEBOROUGH CONSERVATION COMMISSION 25
DECEMBER 31, 1991
Cash on Hand January 1, 1991 7,311.68
Received in 1991:
Mil ford Cooperative Bank Interest 431.56
Town of Lyndeborough Land Use
Change Tax 1,240.00
Total Received in 1991 1,671.56
Total Available 8,983.24
Paid out in 1991:
Otter Lake Conservation Camp 100.00




Helen T. van Ham - N.H. Conservation
Commission Handbook and Update 11.00
Warren Murdo - Rubbish Removal
1991 Rubbish Removal
1992 Rubbish Removal
Total Paid out in 1991






Norma S. Walker, Town Treasurer
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1991 BUILDING PERMITS
Permit Name Construction Fees
91-38 Chellis Construction New Home 199.60
91-39 Mark Lessard Porch 25.00
91-40 Martin Crocker Shed/Workshop 25.00
91-41 Paul Connors Garage 40.00
91-42 Marian Mendham Gazebo 25.00
91-43 Diane Wyrenbeck New Home 186.16
91-44 Anthony Greenish Add/Alteration 98.40
91-45 Samuel Kaymen New Home 203.44
91-46 Gale Bodurtha Rewiring 25.00
91-47 Not Issued Not Issued 0.00
91-48 Roy Thompson New Home 251.91
91-49 Richard Keyes New Home 188.24
91-50 T . H . Tenney Addition 101.75
91-51 Frederick Lofgren Replaced Chimney 0.00
91-52 Ken Galley New Home 239.28
91-53 Not lii^Ui^d Not Issued 0.00
91-54 Robert Milliard Screen House 25.00
91-55 William Leavitt New Home 213.68
91-56 William Sconce Tower 25.00
91-57 George Allen Deck 25.00
91-58 Paul Rider Alteration 25.00
91-59 Stephen Cleary Addition 82.30
91-60 James Devir Alteration 42.70
91-61 Archie Brown Porch 27.10
91-62 Joseph Russell New Home 232.40
91-63 Jack Harwood New Home 275.76
91-64 Marian Mendham Car Port 40.00
91-65 Gervais Castonguay Electrical 25.00
91-66 Don Guertin Alteration 93.70
91-67 Broden Construction New Home 191.92
91-68 Not Issued Not Issued 0.00
91-69 Richard Tatro Roof 25.00
91-70 Arnold Byam Barn/Workshop 65.00
91-71 Lyn Richardi New Home 190.64
91-72 George Fredette Addition 25.00
91-73 William Chauvin Addition 30.30
91-74 Richard Tatro Porch 25.90
91-75 Dennis Shutt Alteration 39.90
91-76 James Robbins Garage 40.00
91-77 Mary Gage Shed/Barn 40.00
1991 GROWTH PERMITS
91-1 Chellis Construction Locust Lane 91-38
91-2 Diane Wyrenbeck Forest Road 91-43
91-3 Samuel Kaymen Old Mountain Road 91-45
91-4 Ken Galley Center Road 91-52
91-5 Not Issued Not Issued
91-6 Joseph Russell Curtis Brook Road 91-62
91-7 Jack Harwood Center Road 91-63
91-8 Broden Construction Locust Lane 91-67
91-9 Lyn Richardi Center Road 91-71




Town Appropriation (includes rooms) $15,464.00
1991 Pines 108.03
1991 Trust Income 703.35
Total Income


































Total Other Income $ 2,440.80
Disposition of Other Income
Book Acquisitions


















28 J. A. TARBELL LIBRARY
LIBRARIAN AND TRUSTEE REPORT
1991 was a successful year for your library. The building
turned 80, we built new rooms, bought a computer, operated the
school annex, and increased our circulation in almost all
categories. We continued to spend fifty percent of our
acquisition budget on juvenile materials. And we received more
in donations and gifts than ever before. We are grateful for
your support and patronage.
Birthday Celebration
In August the library building celebrated its 80th birthday.
An open house was attended by many long time library supporters
as well as the grand-daughter of Joel Tarbell who donated the
building. Special thanks for the celebration go to Verna Porter
for her special book-shaped cake and to Maria Reynolds for
providing the library with a new American flag.
Organization Meetings
The Library building is available for organization meetings
outside normal hours. Contact the librarian (654-6790).
New Rooms and Parking Lot Plans
1991 saw the completion of the two basement storerooms. One
is for back issue magazines, little used reference materials and
book sale books. At present the other contains some extra
furniture. It is available for storage of town archives and
other memorabilia. The rooms were constructed for approximately
$1,750 less than estimated due to competition among builders and
the donation of shelves by Bentley College. The trustees would
now like to add the final major touch to the library improvement
by expanding the parking lot. This is possible by putting in a
culvert and filling in the property line. The Road Agent and
crew will assist in this if funds are voted.
The Computer
This was the year we bought a computer. Most of the funds
came from memorial gifts in honor of former librarian Marion
Stearns. A primary computer use will be to automatically produce
the catalog cards for new books. Formerly this was an arduous
and time-consuming manual task on a typewriter. Another computer
feature is the ability to call into the State Library and find
the location of any book. The service is free. If you need a





Cooperation between Town and School libraries continued.
The librarian spent hundreds of hours at the school while
faithful volunteers (Ann Harkleroad, Polly Brown, Nelle Broman,
Ruth Maki) kept the library building staffed. Book ordering was
coordinated to eliminate overlap and take advantage of discounts.
This arrangement continues in 1992.
Volunteers
Help is always needed for clerical and administrative chores
and to assist when the librarian is at the school . Contact the
librarian if you think you can help. Computer skills would help
us immensely.
Gifts
The library relies heavily on gifts and donations to provide
services and materials beyond what the Town budget can afford.
One major benefactor is the Lyndeborough Improvement Society
which for many years has paid the library's electric bills. Some
contributors donate books, others offer magazine subscriptions
and others make cash donations. Those wishing to contribute
should mail their tax deductible checks to the trustees at the
Library or speak to the librarian about specific library needs.
Used Books
Used books are another form of donation. Some are retained
for our collection, others are placed in our perpetual book sale.
Please bring your books to the library and while you're there
browse (and buy) those on sale.
Circulation
Figures for 1991 show a total of 5417 items circulated for
an average of over 96 per week. This includes juvenile books,
adult fiction, magazines, non-fiction and paperbacks.
Acquisitions totaled 378 hardcover books of which 210 were in the
juvenile area. 350 items were acquired through interlibrary
loan, and 250 used books and numerous uncataloged paperbacks were
donated to the collection by patrons and other libraries. 2096
books circulated from the School Library Annex.
30 REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
All Town departments did a commendable job of "holding the
line" during 1991, resulting in a significant under expenditure
of the Budget. This, along with very conservative estimates of
income, has resulted in a substantial "surplus" of funds.
Although some of this money could be used to give a one-year
reduction in the 1992 tax rate, the Budget Comnittee has
prudently suggested that it would be possible to purchase an item
on the Capital Improvement Plan list without borrowing (and
paying interest); namely, a road grader to replace the 24-year-
old machine we currently have. The Selectmen support this.
As directed by the 1991 Town Meeting, the Selectmen
appointed an Historic District Commission to draw up an ordinance
to protect historic properties in Lyndeborough Center. Although
the proposed ordinance, in response to the concerns of property
owners in the area, would confine the District to the Church, the
Town Pound, the Center Hall, a small orchard and the Center
Cemetery, State law prevents any permanent boundaries. These
properties are already protected by being listed in the National
Historic Register. In view of the strong objections voiced by
many Lyndeborough Center residents, it appears that the formation
of an Historic District would only serve to create a divisive
issue in the Town. Therefore, while we commend the Comnission
for their efforts, the Selectmen recommend against the Historic
District Ordinance. He note that the Planning Board has voted
unanimously against recommendation of this proposal.
One of the few increases in the proposed Budget is in the
area of health benefits for Town employees. It has come to our
attention in a dramatic fashion that we have lagged behind other
municipalities and the private sector in vital services in the
Town. We have budgeted to continue 100% of the costs of
individual health insurance and have agreed to pay 80% of two-
person and family policies. We have also added disability
insurance for all full-time employees.
In January, we attended the retirement party for Betty
Stevens, the prime mover and Founding Mother of the Wilton-
Lyndeborough Volunteer Ambulance and Rescue Association. Betty
leaves with our deepest respect and heartfelt thanks for the
countless hours of care and love she has given to the people of
Lyndeborough. And although she has "retired", we know she will
continue to respond whenever she is needed.
As in past years, this Board must express our appreciation
to the Town Officers and committee members who give countless
hours for little or no compensation to make Town government work.
And to the Town employees who labor for such modest pay, we offer







During the year 1991 the police department saw another
increase in calls from the public. A total of 970 calls were
handled consisting of a wide variety in nature. A total of 868
vehicle contacts were made which consist of all warnings,
defective equipment tags, and summons. 1075 building checks were
completed consisting of both public buildings as well as those of
residents who were away.
The department has requested a moderate increase in the
amount of part time hours in order to provide the people of the
town with adequate police service. We all understand the current
state of the economy; however, still feel this to be necessary
and would appreciate your support.
Our programs within the schools are continuing on a steady
basis and seem to be creating a positive image to the students.
At one point it was thought that our D.A.R.E. (Drug Awareness
Resistance Education) program might be in trouble. Only a
certified D.A.R.E. instructor may teach the course and when our
past instructor suddenly became unavailable we became concerned.
Fortunately for us the new Greenfield police chief was D.A.R.E
certified and agreed to teach our students in return for us
handling his calls while he is teaching in our school. Our
thanks to Chief Gagnon, as our D.A.R.E. program lives on.
Looking toward 1992 we plan to create a few new programs and
to adjust some already in place. It is our hopes to begin an
"operation identification" program where the police assist
citizens in marking items of value to aid in recovery should they
get lost or stolen. We already fingerprint youngsters for a
variety of reasons at the parents request. To this point it was
done on an individual basis as parents came to the office. We
expect in the near future to set aside specific times when
officers are in the station solely for advertised programs of
public interest.
During the past year we have worked hard with the other
departments in town to be as effective and efficient as possible.
Members of the ambulance, fire and highway departments have, on
many occasions directed traffic or lent a hand in many other
ways; to this we are most grateful. A very special thanks is
extended to Betty Stevens of the Ambulance service who retired
this past year. Her assistance and contributions to the
department are numerous and will not soon be forgotten. Remember
the police department is here to serve YOU the citizens of
Lyndeborough- We appreciate your support and welcome your input.
Respectfully Submitted,





The year 1991 was very progressive with the paving, road
grading, and brush cutting, which is to continue on into 1992.
The continued support of the highway staff and residents have
made the 1991 season pass smoothly.
Once again, I*d like to thank the many citizens of
Lyndeborough for their advice, support and notes of appreciation
and concern during the 1991 season. As always, the Highway
Department will continue to give our all.
Respectfully Submitted,
Tony Rocca, Road Agent
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT AID
Following is a notice showing the amounts of State Highway
Block Grant Aid that may be available to your town for 1991. The
January and April payments are set amounts and should not change.
The April payment is adjusted to reflect the actual State gas tax
revenues and motor vehicles fees collected in Fiscal Year 1990.
The July and October payments are based on estimated revenues and
could possibly change.
Chapter 235, of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended,
provides block grant aid payments for the maintenance,
construction and reconstruction of Class IV and V highways.
State Highway Block Grant Aid available to Lyndeborough
during calendar year 1991 is estimated as follows:





James A. Moore, Administrator
Bureau of Municipal Highways
LYNDEBOROUGH FIRE DEPARTMENT 33
ANNUAL REPORT
1991 was the busiest year to date for the Lyndeborough Fire
Department. We responded to 47 calls. Our previous high was 44
in 1989. The 47 calls break down as follows: 2 structure fires,
13 mutual aid, 8 chimney, 7 alarms, 3 furnace problems, 3 brush,
3 smoke investigations, 2 car fires, 2 auto accidents, 2 wires
down, 1 electrical and 1 animal rescue.
Both structure fires this year were of a serious nature. On
July 3 the residence of Willie Levesque was completely destroyed.
As no one was home at the time, the fire made significant
progress before being detected. When firefighters arrived on the
scene the building was completely involved in fire. On December
18 a barn type structure belonging to Monty Smith on Bracketts
Cross Road was heavily damaged by fire. With a good effort from
our department and mutual aid we are hopeful that we were able to
save the machine tools that were in this building.
Dusty and Janelle asked that we burn their former residence
to make way for a new modular home. Once again this is
invaluable training for us. Thank you Dusty and Janelle. During
this burn we used what is called Class A Foam. The results were
encouraging. Although we presently do not have this capability,
we will continue to evaluate it as a potential for helping us to
reduce property damage during a fire.
We were successful in obtaining a matching funds grant from
the State of New Hampshire. With $1500 from the State and $1500
the members of the department raised we purchased a set of air
rescue bags. It is anticipated that these air bags will be of
use during auto and farm implement extrications. Additional
improvements are being made to the station. A second insulated
overhead door was installed. (Thanks go to the anonymous donor
who helped with the last $300 for this project). Both oil
burning furnaces were replaced with a dependable heating system
as well as freed up much needed storage space. Our plans for
this year call for installing the last 2 insulated overhead doors
and installing hot water in the station.
Truck maintenance continued to be very frustrating, time
consuming and expensive. Engine 5, our primary truck and the one
we're trying to replace, required $2008 worth of repairs, $1800
in body work and $450 for tires for a total of $4263 this year.
Add this to the $2200 spent in 1990. Because of maintenance
issues we were unable to respond to 2 requests for mutual aid to
a neighboring Town. As we rely on mutual aid to assist us, it is
very important that we be able to reciprocate. More importantly,
ask yourself what the consequences might have been had it been a
resident of Town who needed our immediate assistance and our
primary truck was not available due to continued mechanical
problems. We are again this year trying to replace this truck.
We strongly urge you to support us with this replacement so that
we might better serve the people ot Lyndeborough.
34
Don't forget - it's volunteers that keep this organization
running! I£ you've got an interest, we've got the opportunity.
Thanks again to the officers and members of the department
for all their efforts. I'd like to extend a special thanks to
the Ladies Auxiliary for their help at fires and their efforts
with Santa and the Easter Bunny. We would also like to thank the
Selectmen and other Town agencies, organizations and citizens for
their cooperation and assistance.
Respectfully Submitted,
Zeke Harkleroad, Fire Chief
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
ANNUAL REPORT
1991 was a very dry and busy year for the New Hampshire
Forest Fire Service as well as local fire departments due to our
increase in the number of fires. Our three major causes of fires
in 1991 were non-permit, children and smoking materials. 450
wildland fires in New Hampshire burned approximately 150 acres
for an average fire size of one-third acre. Primarily, the local
fire department is responsible for extinguishing these fires.
Keeping the average fire size this small is a tribute to early
detection by citizens, our fire tower lookout system and the
quick response of our trained local fire departments.
In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire Warden and
several Deputy Wardens that are responsible for directing
suppression action on wildland fires, working with other fire
department members under the direction of the N.H. Forest Fire
Service to make sure that all fire department members are
properly trained and equipped for suppressing wildland fires.
Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Wardens receive specialized
training each year, presented by the N.H. Forest Fire Service, to
keep their skill level and knowledge of forest fire laws up to
date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy Wardens are also
responsible for issuing burning permits for any open burning that
is to be done in their community. In New Hampshire, any open
burning, except when the ground is completely covered with snow,
requires a written fire permit prior to lighting the fire.
Before doing any open burning, it is recommended that you contact
your local fire department to see if a permit is required and to
save your community the cost of sending fire equipment on a false
alarm. Any person violating the permit law (RSA 224:27) shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
Please help your local Warden and fire department by
requesting a fire permit before kindling a fire, be understanding
if they tell you it is not a safe day to burn and help keep New
Hampshire green! Thank you for being fire safe.
Robert D. Nelson, Chief, Forest Protection
Zeke Harkleroad, Municipal Forest Fire Warden
BUDGET COMMITTEE 35
ANNUAL REPORT
The focus of the Budget Committee in the last few years has
been to stabilize the tax rate. This has required us to be more
forward looking, a task primarily entailing closer cooperation
with the Capital Improvement Plan Committee. We have also tried
to make sure all avenues for either saving money or generating
revenue have been pursued. I would like to share some of the
efforts with you.
To improve cash flow the tax collector now sends out the tax
bills as early as possible within the legal "window" instead of
towards the end. To reduce our borrowing costs (which in * 91
fell to $3,600 from $12,000 in '90), the selectmen monitor more
closely when money is spent by the departments. Every effort has
been made to avail ourselves of State or Federal grants. The
recycling center has been the most successful in obtaining grant
money, but most town departments and the schools have obtained
grant funds too. We are very fortunate that, by and large, our
people see their budget as maximums to be spent, not minimums
always to be spent up to. Our revenue picture has improved with
the expanded hours for the selectmen's secretary because she now
has the time to track down some of the money owed us. And the
selectmen have improved the monitoring of such things as
lumbering operations to be sure we are paid what we are owed.
When times are tough and we are trying to keep the budgets
flat, the first call is often one to freeise wages. Our feeling
is that if a company, or government, or the schools are only as
good as their employees, perhaps we should be looking at
alternative ways to save money first, and then if necessary,
freeze salaries. The 1992 town budget spends additional funds on
our most important asset, our employees. Our upgrade of
Citizen's Hall and some other issues have been postponed. During
1991 a review was undertaken to establish the true number of
hours worked by various employees, if that number was enough to
do an adequate job, and what our total benefit package should
look like. Based on the outcome, adjustments have been decided
upon and some reflected in this year's budget. The results will
be fairer treatment among employees, and a more just reward for
their efforts on behalf of the town.
The planned routine expenditures tor 1992 are just under
these of 1991. But a unique combination of circumstances will
give us a surplus in our 1991 budget, and higher than normal
revenue for our 1992 budget. Normally, and especially in
difficult economic times like now, we would suggest the budget
surplus be used to lower the tax rate. That is what was done
last year. But there are two pressing capital needs that will
require interest costs if we cannot find an alternative. There
are several options for the fire truck, but none that will
eliminate interest. The amount of surplus anticipated would be
adequate to fund a grader. Buying it now for cash will save us
at least $14,000 in interest and will remove one more item that
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would be putting pressure on future tax rates. The grader is 24
years old, very brittle, and was originally scheduled for
replacement in 1990. Not replacing during this "window of
opportunity" would allow us the short term benefit of a lower tax
rate in 1992, but force future tax rates higher than necessary.
In concert with our goal of striving for a more stable tax rate,
we recommend buying the grader.
This year's elementary school budget has the unique
distinction of being the only one in recent memory to be approved
based on just one Budget Committee meeting. It newly funds only
a few top priorities. With a responsible salary agreement (not
resolved as of the writing of this report), the total budget
should have a minimal impact on the tax rate. Elementary and
Co-op costs represent 70% of the tax rate. The effort to
stablize taxes would not be sucessful without their cooperation.
My thanks to the Budget Committee and department heads for
their time and effort. A special thank you this year to
Selectmen's secretary Patty Robbins who assisted us in a revision





MILFORD AREA COMMUNICATION CENTER
1991 ended with the Communications Center budget in the
black and a decrease in the 1992 budget. We are upgrading and
adding radio equipment that will enhance our communication
capabilities substantially. In an effort to keep costs down
during these hard economic times, we are utilizing the same
number of dispatchers as we did in 1988, even though the
population has increased by several thousand and the departments
we service have grown accordingly. So if we appear to be a
little overburdened when you call, just have a little patience,
we will be right with you.
The Center also suffered a great loss during 1991 with the
untimely passing of Amherst Police Chief John Osborn. He was the
Amherst representative to the Centers Governing Board and was
very instrumental in its development since the centers inception.
He will be sorely missed.
Co-ordinating communications for twenty six departments and
six towns with a collective population close to thirty thousand
is never an easy task. It is something I could not do alone. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff at MACC
base for giving one hundred and ten percent to get the job done
and thank all of you for your continued support. We here at the
Center look forward to another year of service to all.
Respectfully Submitted,





With the continuing economic slowdown, the statistics in
this report are almost a mirror of last year's. Only 3 minor
subdivisions and 3 lot line adjustments were heard and approved.
At the 12 meetings held during the year there were 71 people in
attendance. Aside from applicants and those interested in formal
matters before the board, there were those seeking information
regarding application procedures and various regulations.
At the September meeting, the board approved the Capital
Improvement Program submitted by the subcommittee chaired by
Archie Brown and transmitted it to the Budget Committee and the
Selectmen.
In December, as required by the terms of the ordinance, the
board reviewed the Growth Ordinance and noted that the Building
Inspector had been requested to issue less than half of the
available permits. Also in December, the board approved issuance
of new revised excavation regulations to conform to changes in
the State Law.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lei and Achorn, Chairman
Ralph Dwire, Vice-chairman
Jessie Salisbury, Secretary & Alt.
Robert Rogers, Selectman Member





NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
ANNUAL REPORT
This past year was a difficult yet productive one for NRPC
and its member communities. It is heartening to see that while
the pace of development has slowed considerably in our region,
local leaders have recognized that now is the time to be planning
and investing in our future. I am pleased to submit to the
Lyndeborough Town Report a brief summary of our key
accomplishments for 1991.
Planning Board Training: We conducted four workshops, aimed at
the needs of our local planning board members but open to all
interested parties in the region, on the tollowing topics:
Stormwater Management, Wetland Delineation, Open Space Zoning and
Erosion and Sedimentation Control
.
Nashua Area Transportation Study: Considerable progress was
made on the development of a comprehensive highway plan for the
region with the collection of exhaustive traffic and household
survey data, a thorough inventory of existing conditions, plus
the calibration of a sophisticated transportation model used for
future projections.
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1990 Census : With the completion of the federal decennial
census, and in our role as a Regional Data Center for the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, we equipped the agency to more quickly
respond to the information needs of our communities and began the
organization and distribution of the first series of Census data.
Merrimack River : We completed another phase in our Merrimack
River Corridor Management Program working with the four
riverfront communities to evaluate local regulations on
stormwater management, erosion control, wetland protection,
groundwater management and shoreland protection. In addition, we
developed and implemented a volunteer river water quality
monitoring program, and we prepared and distributed educational
materials on household water pollution reduction.
Major Transportation Projects : We continued to work with local,
state and federal officials to spur the implementation of this
region's most significant highway projects including the Everett
Turnpike widening, the Circumferential Highway and the Route lOlA
Bypass. NRPC also contributed to the preparation of the
environmental impact statements for both the Circumferential and
lOlA, and we encouraged and coordinated public participation for
the projects.
Solid Waste : In pursuit of a long intermunicipal solution to
the problem of municipal solid waste disposal, we worked with
both the regional Solid Waste Management District and the City of
Nashua to investigate the feasibility of an integrated waste
management project; and we established our agency as liaison
between our communities and the Governor's Recycling Program.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection : In conjunction with the
Solid Waste Management District, our staff conducted two very
successful events: a Spring "paint only" collection in Nashua
and a comprehensive collection at four sites around the region in
the Fall
.
Regional Historic Resources : Recognizing the wealth of historic
buildings and sites found in our communities as well as the
threat to their preservation, we completed an historic resources
assessment of the region and produced a report that also includes
local histories and a description of local architectural styles.
Heritage Trail : In 1988, the idea of a continuous trail from
Massachusetts to Canada was formally authorized by the N.H.
Legislature; and over the course of the last year NRCP has been
working both as a member of the state's Heritage Trail Advisory
Committee and with our interested communities to plan for local
trail segments along the Merrimack River.
Geographic Information System : To enhance our capacity for
computer based mapping and information management, we continued
to invest in our G.I.S. through the creation of additional data
layers including road networks, land use, zoning. Census
boundaries and aquifer resources.
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Traffic Count Program : With counters at over 100 locations, we
maintained a regional traffic count system to provide the most
accurate and current data to meet local, state and regional
needs
.
Local Land Use Fees : We conducted and published our annual
survey of the municipal building and development fees assessed by
the region's communities, a popular document among local
officials and members of the development community.
Regional Groundwater Resources : We completed a study of the
high yield aquifers in the region and focused on those ground
water resources that extend beyond municipal boundaries to
encourage an intermunicipal approach to their long term
protection. We were also very involved with the Department of
Environmental Services in developing the statewide Wellhead
Protection Program.
Regional Economic Development: Given the critical need to
expand employment opportunities in the region and to enhance the
local property tax base, NRPC assisted the City of Nashua Area
Chamber of Commerce in formulating an economic strategic plan for
the region and in fostering a regional economic partnership
involving all of our communities.
Flood Plain Management : In conjunction with the NH Office of
Emergency Management, we provided assistance to a number of
communities participating in the National Flood Insurance Program
including assessments of flood prone areas, reviews of current
regulations and suggested revisions to existing ordinances.
Lyndeborough Spec i al Projects : We staffed the annual update of
the Town's Capital improvement Program, and we provided the
Planning Board with assistance in amending Lyndeborough 's
excavation ordinances.
Let me close by adding a note of thanks and recognition to
our Commissioners from Lyndeborough: Lei and Achorn and Helen van
Ham; and by expressing my gratitude for this opportunity to






40 THE HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
ANNUAL REPORT
Formed in accordance with the Town Meeting vote of 1991, The
Historic Commission met to organize in July and during the year
held eight meetings. The duty of the Commission was to perform
research and to prepare an Historic District Ordinance. Lisa
Mausolf of the Nashua Regional Commission advised our use of a
study published by the New Hampshire Association of District
Commissions. This formed the basis of our activities.
Before writing the Ordinance, a public meeting for
interested citizens was held. As a result of this meeting the
area encompassed by the Ordinance was limited to that portion of
Lyndeborough Center noted on the National Register of Historic
Places, the one acre van Ham orchard and the Cemetery. The
completed Ordinance was then referred to the Regional Planning
Board for comment or correction.
With the authority of the Board of Selectmen the Commission
added the responsibility of overseeing repairs and other work at
the Town Hall required to meet life-safety codes. Although much
remains to be done, the front steps were reset, a rail provided,




Robert Rogers, Selectman Member




Helen van Ham, Alternate
VACHON, CLOKAY f» COMPANY, PC 41
AUDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Lyndeborough, New Hampshire, as of
December 31, 1990 and for the year then ended, as listed in the
table of contents.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general
purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
Town officials, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fully described in Note 1, the general purpose
financial statements referred to above do not include the
financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group
which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles. The amount that should be included in the
General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
As described m Note 1, the Town has recognized tax revenues
of $81,139 in the General Fund and $239,064 in the Property Tax
Agency Fund which were not received in cash within sixty days of
year end as is required by generally accepted accounting
principles (GASB Interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and
we concur, that the application ot this accounting principle,
which would result in a decrease in the General Fund balance from
$101,400 to ($218,803), would give a misleading impression of the
Town's ability to meet its current and future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the omission of the financial
statements described in the third paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly in all
material respects the financial position ot the Town of
Lyndeborough, New Hampshire as of December 31, 1990 and the
results of operations and the cash flows of its non-expendable
trust fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The
supplemental schedules listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Lyndeborough, New Hampshire. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination
of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
42 HOME HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES,
ANNUAL REPORT
INC.
In 1991, Home Health Care and Community Services continued
to provide home care and community services to the residents of
Lyndeborough. The following information represents a projection
of Home Health Care and Community Services' activities in your
community in 1991. The projection is based on actual services
provided from January through September 1991 and an estimate of








































Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 8
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly scheduled
blood pressure clinics, child health clinics and telephone
consultations were made available to your residents throughout
the year. Town funding, in part, supported these additional
services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1991 with all funding
sources is projected to be $24,033.45.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent
possible by Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and
patient fees. Services that were not covered by other funding
have been supported by your town.
For 1992, we recommend an appropriation of $2,500.00 to continue
home care services at the current level.
Thank you for your consideration.
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH 43
VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE AND RESCUE ASSOCIATION
1991 included the largest number of responses since the
group's beginning in 1974. The refit and new chassis for the
ambulance was accomplished during the year, and the changeover
was done with only the usual number of difficulties. The unit
is performing satisfactorily.
The squad, formed to provide quality ambulance service to
the towns of Wilton and Lyndeborough, has about twenty-five
active volunteers who alternate twelve hour shifts around the
clock, 365 days a year. All personnel are state licensed, and
have extensive primary emergency medical care training. Skill
upgrades and training are ongoing.
The association is formed as a nonprofit corporation to
serve both towns, and owns its headquarters building on Forest
Street near the Wilton-Lyndeborough town line. Most of the
financial support is provided by the two towns, with a nominal,
in terms of the actual cost, charge being made to users of the
service. Volunteers are unpaid, although they do receive a
nominal expense reimbursement to cover part of their auto
expenses, clothing wear and tear, etc.
The organization is administered by a board of directors who
are drawn from the squad, and the public, with two representing
the selectmen of the towns. This form of management was devised
to strike a balance between the interests of the squad and those
of the public being served.
With the changes in living and working habits of the
communities, with more and more people working out of town, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to man the ambulance during
daylight hours. At times, we have to rely on mutual aid from
other towns, which is not entirely satisfactory. We are perforce
exploring alternative ways to maintain adequate coverage. We
would prefer to remain totally volunteer. Any citizens with an
interest in helping neighbors are welcome. We will see to
training. Make no mistake, it is hard work, but we believe that
volunteers are better. With a continuing flow of good people, we




To the residents and dedicated recyclers of Lyndeborough.
Thanks to your cooperation and patience we continue to be a model
Recycling Center, the one that is visited by those who want to
learn waste management through recycling.
We at the Wilton Recycling Center are committed to serving
you the public, and ask for your continued understanding as the
recyclable product market and demands continue to change and,
with them, our guidelines and categories. Your suggestions are
always welcome.
In the past year we have made aesthetic improvements to the
Center a priority. State matching grant money successfully
sought by previous manager Pat Johannesen enabled us to replace
the decking and tables for our glass and tin can areas as well as
to provide three storage trailers and a grappler for our Bobcat.
Thanks are also due Wilton Public Works Superintendent Charles
McGettigan and the Highway crew for many improvements including
the paving of the road and loading docks as well as the
installation of a larger tank for waste oil. Their cooperation
and that of many others who have helped to improve the
functioning and visual impact of the center is greatly
appreciated.
As more and more communities turn to recycling for their
waste management as a means of cost avoidance, the markets for
post-consumer materials have become glutted. Until the markets
and processes for using recycled matter catch up with the supply
the amounts we are paid for all our products will continue to
drop. Time can only tell when these prices will level off. We
at the Recycling Center will strive to continue to recycle as
many materials as practically feasible, given our limitations of
manpower, space and proximity to markets. The income from sale
of material may fluctuate but each ton recycled saves the
taxpayer the expense of incineration and landfilling, total cost
of which can approach $100 per ton.
We hope that with the continued cooperation of residents of




WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH YOUTH CENTER 45
ANNUAL REPORT
The Youth Center continues to support the towns of Wilton
and Lyndeborough by providing supervised recreational programs
and social activities for young people. Special thanks go out to
the volunteer members of the Youth Center and concerned business
and community members who help make this possible.
Youth Center aponaored teen dances have had record turnouts
this year. These included our first after-the-game dance on
February 8, the benefit dance for Rose Carson on April 12, an
"Under the Stars" dance on August 16 at Goss Park and the
Halloween dance on October 25. The Youth Center worked with the
parents of the Class of 91 to coordinate the post-prom party at
the Merrimack Country Club on May 18. The annual "Snowball
Dance" will be held in December.
The summer program at Goss Park was enjoyed by approximately
750 people. Red Cross swim lessons from beginners to advanced
swimmers as well as preschool classes, and more advanced classes
such as basic water safety, emergency water safety, the
lifeguarding certification course and CPR classes were taken by
over 250 enrol lees. Also for adults, a swim fitness class was
held. The junior and senior swim teams enjoyed a good season
with 45 youths participating. Tennis lessons were reintroduced
this year and free tennis memberships were offered once again.
Horseshoes and a makeshift ping pong table were added this year
and proved to be popular.
Teen nights were organized at the park this year.
Activities included a ballgame, "video and a swim", a dance and
"game board night". The park hosted a Wildlife Management and
Conservation Seminar which was open to the public. The Ambulance
Association held an Ice Rescue Training Session in February and
the WJAA and Scouts held family outings once again.
Gos.s Park's ball field was host of WJAA baseball and softball
games, the annual flea market on August 10 and a Kids' Baseball
Card chainlink fence was installed in the ballfield. The Youth
Center co-sponsored the Biddy basketball league.
Aerobics were offered for all ages for a portion of the
year. The "Community Talent Night" premiered on April 20 and
many talented community members performed. The Youth Center
sponsored Outing Club at WLC walked the Freedom Trail on April 13
and hiked up Pack Monadnock in September.
Registration for the 1992 summer program at Goss Park will
be mailed to Wilton and Lyndeborough homes in May. For those who




46 MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES PROVIDED
Monadnock Family Services provides a full range of treatment
for individuals who need counseling or who are experiencing a
mental disorder. There are no restrictions based on diagnosis or
age, and we continue to offer services to clients with little or
no income. The Peterborough District Office is open five days
and three nights every week. The Jaffrey District Office is open
three days and one evening each week. Based in our Peterborough
Office, we provide 24 hour Emergency Services 7 days a week, 365
days a year. As a part of that coverage, Monadnock Family
Services staff also provide crisis services to the Monadnock
Community Hospital Emergency room, and to patients admitted to
the medical units upon a physician's request.
It is our goal to maintain quality services to residents of
our catchment area, and to provide for the identified counseling
needs of the community.
Last year the Monadnock Family Services served over 1132
individuals in your area with more than 23,046 visits for direct
treatment. Services we offer in addition to Emergency Services
include: Psychiatric Assessment and Medication Treatment, Case
Management, Housing and a Day Treatment program. This figure is
reflective of open cases and does not contain those individuals
who may have been seen as adjunct member of treatment (i.e.,
family members, school personnel, legal or other sources of
referral )
.
This past year for the town of Lyndeborough we provided
1,752 visits for direct treatment. Of the 18 open cases, 4 were
male and 14 were female, 2 were under the age of 18, 16 between
the ages of 18 and 59, and were 60 or older.
None of theses individuals were certified as chronically
mentally ill and 10 were certified as severely mentally ill, as
per New Hampshire Department of Mental Health guidelines. The
average fee for service, paid by the client, was $0.45 per hour.
Primary referral sources were as follows: self-referred,
physicians, social services agencies, schools, and courts, in
that order.
MFS Adult Care Center was open 860 hours in 1991, with an
average daily attendance of approximately 18 clients. We
provided over 15,526 hours of service to elderly residents and
their families. Many of the clients in the program have
Alzheimer's Disease or related illnesses due to aging.
The dollar amount requested from your town to help us
continue offering these services, is arrived at by multiplying
the 1990 Census Bureau population figure by $1.00. This per
capita amount includes no increase from the last two years.
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EATE PLACE BRIIM & GROGM PARENTS NAME OF CFPICIM.








06/29 Amherst William Powell Jr . William Powell Sr . Joanne Laychak
Merrilyn Marquering Justice of the
Virginia Wilson Robert Wilson
Lois Jenkins
Peace












Tracey Shea Lewis Shea
Grace Darling
Peace




Madelene RobinscsiI John Robinson
Ruth Bolio
Peace




Tina Marie Kemp Sidney Levesque Sr. Peace
Lydia Kennison




Deirdre Donovan Bernard Donovan
Irene Marcotte
Peace








1991 BIKfflS RBGISTERF3) IN THE TOWN OF LYNDEBCMXKH
DATE PLACE NAME C^ CHILD NAME OF MOTHER NAME OF FATHER
02/13 Lyndeborough Sharon Anne Mary Frisoli Paul Lemire
02/28 Nashua Olivia Rose Helen Riendeau Paul Gawlik
03/26 Peterborough Trevor Michael Janice Coyle Nathaniel Sands
04/20 Peterborough Amanda Elizabeth Elizabeth Stevens Kent Perry
05/19 Nashua Kelly Eileen Mary-Jane Charron Patrick McEntee
05/20 Peterborough Ehdly l^nne Suzanne Wheeler Gregory Demeo
07/11 Hanover Nicole Ashley Christine Jost David Snnith
07/19 Nashua Chelsea Lynn Dawn Shepherd Darold Calderara
07/21 Peterborough Raymcmd Irving III Wondy Eastman Raymond Bailey Jr
09/15 Peterborough Latoya Jean Dolores Canney Kenneth Estes
09/25 Manchester Quinton Bradford Marie LeBlanc Michael Tule
10/15 Nashua Allyson Heidi Diane Gleneck Robert Hayden
11/16 Nashua Caleb Dwight Beatrice Brabant Jeffrey Currier
11/17 Nashua Charles Michael II Katherine Wing Charles Costa I
11/20 Nashua Hannah Eve Lorraine Fereshetian Larry Crosby
11/26 Nashua Zacharria Joseph Lucinda Fredette Bruce Moriarty
12/19 Nashua Amanda Lee Jennifer Drift Richard Wight
48 1991 DEMHS RBGISTERH) IN THE TQMN ON LYNI^BORGUGH







Marion Steams 81 Percy Putnam Martha Sargent
Muriel Hyde 75 Clarence Scott Helen Hazard
Virgil Beam 52 Audbrey Beam Alta Alley
Robert Iiandry 70 William Landry Juliette Arel
Sainiel Walker Jr 60 Samuel Walker Sr Virginia Tanpkins
Kathleen Fraser 43 George Siiiiiis Dorothy Massie
1991 BURITUaS REGISTEE^ED IN THE TOWN C^ LYNI^BORGUGH
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Mr. Ralph Dwire 1992
Mrs. Linda Anderson 1993
Mrs. N. Jennifer Howe 1994
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Mr. Richard V. Lates
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OP SCHOOLS
Ms. Francine E. Fullam
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STATE OP NEW HAMPSHIRE
LYNDEBORODGH SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ELECTION OF OFFICERS ON MARCH 10, 1992
To the inhabitants of the Lyndeborough School District qualified
to vote in the Lyndeborough District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE CITIZENS'
HALL IN SAID DISTRICT ON THE TENTH DAY OF MARCH
1992 AT 10:00 O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO VOTE FOR
DISTRICT OFFICERS.
1. To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board, by ballot, for the
ensuing three (3) years.
4. To choose a Treasurer, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
5. To choose two (2) Auditors, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
Polls will open for balloting at 10:00 A.M. and will not close
before 6:00 P.M.





A true copy - Attest
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STATE OP NEW HAMPSHIRE
LYNDEBOROOGH SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING ON MARCH 14, 1992
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Lyndeborough, in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
yOD ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE WILTON- LYNDEBORODGH
COOPERATIVE JONIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1992 AT TEN (10:00) O'CLOCK IN THE
FORENOON TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town
Meeting to be held at Citizens' Hall beginning at 10:00 o'clock in the
morning on Tuesday, March 10, 1992.
6. To hear reports of Agents, Committees, or Officers chosen,
and to pass any vote relating thereto.
7. Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA
198:20-b providing that any school district at an annual meeting may
adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission
of such authority, the school board to apply for, accept and expend,
without further action by the School District, money from a state,
fedral or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year?
8. To see what sum of money the School District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of
School District Officers and Agents, and for payment of statutory
obligations for the District.
9. To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID LYNDEBOROUGH THIS DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1992.
Ralph Dwire Linda Anderson N. Jennifer Howe
SCHOOL BOARD
A true copy - Attest
SCHOOL BOARD
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Lyndebor ough School District Meeting
Annual School District Meeting - March 16, 1991
The Annual School District Meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, James P. McEntee at 10:00 A.M. at the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative School on March 16, 1991.
The Election & Business Warrants were then read, as were the
certification to the posting of said warrants.
An explanation of meeting procedures was then given by Moderator
McEntee.
The State of the Ballot was then read, as it pertained to the Election




N. Jennifer Howe 161*










Barbord j. Brown 9
Patricia Schultz 9
Ann Harkleroad, Lyndeborough School Board then requested permission
for Richard y. Lates, Superintendent of Schools; Francine Fullam,
Assistant Superintendent of Schools; Gail Hiltz, Principal of
Lyndeborough School; and Lee Ann Packer, Special Education Director to
speak as need be on Lyndeborough School affairs.
Article 6 To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or
Officers chosen, and to pass any vote relating thereto. This was
moved by Ralph Dwire and seconded by Linda Anderson, Voted in the
affirmative
.
Article 7 To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board pursuant to RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend without
further action by the School District Meeting, money from any source
which becomes available during the fiscal year. This was moved by
Linda Anderson and seconded by Ann Harkleroad. Voted in the
affirmative
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Article 8 To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of SIX HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND TWO
DOLLARS ($625,102.00) for the support of schools, for the salaries of
School District Officers and Agents and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District. This was moved by Ann Harkleroad and
seconded by Ralph Dwire. Ann Harkleroad then explained the 1991-92
School Budget. Two questions were responded to from the audience. A
vote was then taken. Voted in the affirmative.
Article 9 To Transact any business that may legally come before this
meeting.
Linda Anderson asked the audience give special thanks to Ann
Harkleroad for her three years of dedicated service,
Ann Harkleroad responded by thanking those people who have helped the
Lyndeborough School.
Linda Anderson made a motion to adjourn to 10:55 A.M. and it was







The 1991 school year began with 116 students, with individual
grade enrollment as follows: Readiness - 9; first grade - 20; second
grade - 18; third grade - 18; fourth grade - 14; fifth grade - 14 and
sixth grade - 23.
September 1990 brought the addition of a new teacher, Susan
yamamoto, replacing Kathleen Kenne as the half-time sixt:. grade
teacher. This fall, Erik Champy joined the staff replacing
Mrs. Gloria Schooley as grade four teacher.
At its annual meeting, the school district approved an
appropriation of $625,102. Mrs. Jennifer Howe was elected to the
school board for a three year term replacing Mrs. Ann Harkleroad.
Mr. Ralph Dwire was elected as Chair and Mrs. Linda Anderson as
Secretary.
Lyndeborough Central School has seen the introduction of a number
of new programs for its students. The school was one of the first in
the area to have DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education). It was well
received by students, staff and parents and a graduation ceremony was
held for 5th and 6th grades completing the program in June 1990.
Also new to Lyndeborough Central School was the After-School
Program. Programs not in the regular curriculum were offered to
interested students on a short-term basis. Diane Merrithew taught an
art-enrichment class; Pat Nelson taught a French class; Dee Blanchard
did jump-rope, and also sponsored a jump-a-thon in which students
raised money for the American Heart Association. Also new to the
school was a theater workshop and a Drama Club, both directed by Maria
Reynolds. The Drama club has successfully put on several plays and
has a large following.
A special treat for Lyndeborough students was the
Artist-in-Residency Program. Kathy Hanson, a potter, spent several
weeks at the school instructing and working with children in using
clay to make different objects. A number of 5th and 6th grade
students worked on a mural of Lyndeborough, which is now proudly
hanging in the school.
The school library is seeing continued growth. The second annual
Holiday Fair, held in November, was another success, raising almost
$1000 to buy more library resources.
The annual fundraiser held this fall was also very successful.
The school contracted with Partners in Education to sponsor a
Read-a-Thon. Children read enough books and collected enough sponsors
to earn four sets of 1992 World Book Encyclopedias - two sets of Child
Craft Encyclopedias and two sets of Young Scientist Encyclopedias.
Grade two won the principal's award for reading the most books per
child.
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Lyndeborough Central has tried to sponsor monthly assemblies for
the students. Through this program, students have been exposed to
dancers, musicians, storytellers, plays, and one-woman shows. These
programs have been a wonderful addition to the curriculum and are well
received by the students.
A number of new programs and activities have become a part of
Lyndeborough Central School. They have helped improve, expand and
enrich the children's elementary experience,
A curriculum renewal project is underway in the Wilton,
Lyndeborough and Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative districts.
Professional staff members in each grade and department are working
together to develop essential student outcomes for grades 6, 8 and 12.
These outcomes will represent what a student should know and be able
to do as s/he completes the respective grades. Outcomes will later be
developed for each subject and course taught, and arranged in a
sequence to reflect the districts' curriculum offerings R-12. Any
discrepancies which arise between course and grade level outcomes and
the exit outcomes developed for grades 6, 8 and 12 will be corrected.
Staff members are entering into the project with enthusiasm and
commitment. The opportunity for teachers in the Wilton and
Lyndeborough districts to meet and review the other's curriculum is
expected to be extremely beneficial, as is the opportunity for
elementary and secondary staff to collaborate on a program of
accountability to a Wilton-Lyndeborough student. This articulation of
the curriculum has long been a goal of the three districts. Focusing
on the students, and their preparation for the future, has been an
acceptable way to approach the task.
Once the outcomes are developed, attention will be given to valid
ways in which to measure their attainment. Standardized testing will
be given consideration, as will alternative methods of assessment,
such as student reports, portfolios and demonstrations. Our goal as
districts is to make certain that every student has mastered the
essential outcomes by the time s/he graduates.
Your school administration looks forward to working with school
staff and community to ptovide the best possible education for the
children of Lyndeborough. We wish to thank the School Board and








LYNDEBOROUGH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FACULTY/STAFF
1991
Mrs. Gail Hiltz Teaching Principal, Grade 6
Darlene Blanchard Physical Education
Virginia Bixler-Giambrocco Special Education
Linda Buttrick Grade 2
Brenda Cassidy Library Consultant
Erik Champy Grade 4
Lenora McPhee Readiness
Diane Merrithew Art
Kathi Nahass Grade 5
Patricia Nelson - Grade 3
Muriel Pawlik Grade 1
Nancy Tong Music
Susan Yamamoto Grade 6
Jo Ann Firinin Nurse
Donna Garnham Cafeteria
Carol Hill Secretary
Sally Hogan Chapter I
Georgia Hutchinson Sp Ed Aide
Alejandro Perez ESL Tutor




Readiness -- 6 7-8 9-12
Boys 59 58 95
Girls 50 68 78
Total 109 126 173
Average Membership 106.5 125.6 170.9
Average Attendance 101.0 117.9 155.5
Percent of Attendance 94.8 94.0 91.0
W-L Coop Breakdown Lyndeborough 39.3 53.2 = 92.5
Wilton 86.3 117.7 = 204.0
ATTENDING SCHOOL ELSEWHERE
(Based on Census Taken Fall 1991)
Attending Schools Outside the District
Attending Private Schools Outside District
Attending Private Schools Within District







(Age 1 day to 18 years inclusive)
Boys: Girls: Total:
194 177 371
ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
LYNDEBOROUGH CENTRAL SCHOOL
1990 - 3991





Scoliosis checks , All 5th & 6th Grades
Growth & Development classes 4th, 5th, 6th Grades
Health Class once a week R - 6th Grades
Physicals 4th Grade
First Aid Given 3 20+ per month




Attended all teachers meetings
Special Education Referral Information meeting
CPR recertif ication
Goals and Outcome meeting
Therapeutic value of Laughter Seminar
A.D.D. Workshop
Inclusive Education for Children with
Complex Medical Needs Workshop
The Art of Encouragement by Jack Agarti
Report submitted by
Jo Ann Firmin, R.N.
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REPORT OP SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1990 to June 30, 1991
Cash on Hand July 1, 1990 $ 230.59
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation $ 591,226.00
Revenue from State Sources 29,419.87
Revenue from Federal Sources 2,032.68
Received from Trust Funds 87.99
Received from all Other Sources 3,524.59
Total Receipts 626,291.13
Total Available for Fiscal Year $ 626,521.72
Less School Board Orders Paid $ 611,395.46
Balance on Hand June 30, 1991 $ 15,126.26
July 1991 Sandra L. Howe, Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements, and other financial records of the treasurer of the
Lyndeborough School District, Lyndeborough, New Hampshire of which
the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1991,
and find them correct in all aspects.
Barbara j. Brown, Auditor
FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1991
RECEIPTS
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE $ 1 32. 1
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1500 EARNINGS ON INVESTMENTS $1,478.13
1900 OTHER REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1920 TRUST FUNDS
1990 OTHER LOCAL REVENUE
$87,99
$2,046.46
3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3110 FOUNDATION AID





3910 GAS TAX REFUNDS $400.76
GRAND TOTAL RECEIPTS $624,258.45
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1991
EXPENDITURES 1990-91
1000 INSTRUCTION










1 120-122 SUBSTITUTE SALARIES
200 BENEFITS
11 30- 1 22 HOMEBOUND SALARIES
200 BENEFITS
1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS








1 201 - 1 1 4 SPEC ED TEACHER AIDE SALARIES
200 BENEFITS
1 230 SPECI AL ED TEST I N6 & THERAPY
330 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
331 AUD IOLOG I CAL TEST I NG
334 PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY
1290 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION













































$ 23 1 .00
$ 371.02
2200 SUPPORT SERVICES INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF









2222-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT.
610 SUPPLIES
630 LIBRARY BOOKS







2222-3 12 LI BRARY CONSULTANT
2223-610 AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES
4,262.96
1 03.58
2300 SUPPORT SERVICES - ADMINISTRATION

























2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
2320-35 1 SCHOOL ADM UNIT EXPENSES $ 20,242.00
2410 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL




































2490-890 ASSEMBLY EXPENSES $ 1,33425




440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT.
44 1 MAI NTENANCE OF GROUNDS





2550 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
2552-510 STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
2553-511 SPEDTRANSP PUBLIC IN-STATE
2600 SUPPORT SERVICES - MANAGERIAL
2620-330 SPED ADMIN $ 38,282.00
2900 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES
226 ACCRUED LIABILITY $ 306.89
6500 FUND TRANSFERS
6500-880 BLDG PROJECT BAL $ 14,846.19
7000 REFUND OF EXPENDITURES
7000-890 IN-AND-OUT ITEMS $ 2,555.77
9-5100 DEBT SERVICES
5100-830 PRINCIPAL OF DEBT $ 30,000.00
840 INTEREST ON DEBT $ 36,430.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 626,326 93
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STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF
CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 199!
SPECIAL CAPITAL FOOD
GENERAL REVENUE PROJECTS SERVICE
FUND EQUITY JULY 1, 1990 132.10 -Q- (14,546.19) 320.27
ADDITION:
REVENUE 624,258.45 2,555.77 14,846.19 21,739.84
OTHER ADDITIONS - CANCELLED P.O. 1 49.44
DELETIONS:
EXPENDITURES 608,924.97 2,555.77 -0- 21,998.35
OTHER DELETIONS - CAPITAL PROJECT 1 4,846. 1
9
FUND EQUITY JUNE 30, 1991 768 83 -0- -0- 61.76
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1991
SPECIAL CAPITAL FOOD














OTHER PAYABLES 40.00 126.91
ACCRUED EXPENSES 1 4^846. 1
UNRESERVED RETAINED EARNINGS
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631 WORKBOOKS 1900 $1091.66 1979 744
















JO]Nl. _ 1 3639 R6S6




BUDGETED EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED
1990/91 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93
j j
]
1110-114 TEACHER AIDE SAl ARCS

























11 20- 1 22 SUBST ITUTE SAL AR lES 3465 $4125.00 3465 3465










230 SOCIAL SEDJRITY 265"
14'260 UNEMPLOYMErfT
TOTAL
























TOTAL 1 56 $671.48 i 2713 2716!
$2l6li6.57 "i^Tglijia-
'
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LYNDEBOROUGH BUDGET - FEBRUARY 14, 1992 69
BUDGETED EXPENDED BUDGETED i PROPOSED
"
1990/91 * i99b"/91 1991/92 j 1992/93;
1 - 1 200 SPECIAL EDUCAT ION PROGRAMS




212 DEMTALINS. 144 $0.00 153 180
213 LIFE* LTD INSURANCE $0.00 fzz^ M9
214 WORKERS' COMP. 116





230 SOCIAL SECURITY 1818 $1817.96
[
i96'i 1972
260 UfiMPLOYMErif . 95 $35.04 99 103
TOTAL 26169 $25992.50 27639 28733
1200-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS &MAINT. | 14









611 PAPER SUPPLIES ^ 119 $49.03
193
100




741 ADDfTIONAL EQUIPMENT 334
$62.46 Z2! 2dbi
$600.67 6001 6001
$o!b6 * of of
$546.21 01 6001
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT . $6.66
^
oi
890 RlSCELLANEIXJS ' 6 ^$o_.qo_ oi
1
























































































LYMDEBOROUOH BUDGET - FEBRUARY 14, 1992
BUDGETED ! EXPENDED | BUDGETED



































































































































































































LYNDEBOROUGH BUDGET - FEBRUARY 14, 1992 71
BUDGETED j EXPENDED j BUDGETED i PROPOSED j
1990/91 j 1990/91 j 1991/92 j 1992/93 i
_. 1 1 „ J. 1...
1-2220 EDUCATION MEDIA SERVICES








610 SUPPLIES B&6 $774.20 44 1[ 75]
630 LIBRARY BOOKS lOOOi $867.52 26b0i ioOOj
640 MAGAZINES & PERioOICALS * 215 $50.90 ! 200 5201
660 c"6mPUTER SOFTV ARE 0^ $6.00 0^ Oj
'741 ADDifioNALEOUrPMENT 50 $50.00 Ol |
742 REPLACEMENT EOUPMEfrT 0^ $0 00
J
01




















TOTAL 3960] $4262.96 4118 4676
2223-610 AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES
^
130 $103.58 365 1088







890 MISCELLANEOUS $0.00 o; 1
:
j


















































































































1 ;;2320 _OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF SCHOaS
232b-35T~"'sCTObL ADM"um^^ 20242! $20242.00 78570 19355
i
TOTAL ""20242! $20242 .bb 18570 19355
GENERAL ADM. SERVICES TOTAL 2J34J _$30459.33 "'~""..I"26655 25670
PAGES
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LYNDEBOROUOH BUDGET - FEBRUARY 14, 1992
i
BUDGETED | EXPENDED j BUDGETED PROPOSED j
" ""
"1 1990/91 i"""ii990/91 j t"99l792 '""\^i^^^'Y
^••—
-
1 -2400 SUPPORT SERV -SCHOOL ADM. | 1 i j
1-2410 OFFCE or THE PRINCIPAL III !
2410-111 PRffCIPAL SALARIES 1 36f52| $36652.00 1 38118 381181
211 BC/BS 27iB4i $2819.71 j 36121 46221
212 DENTAL INS. 144! $257,95 1 1531 180!
213 LIFE & LTD INS. j 0; $0.00! 122) 122;
214 WORKERS • COMP. 1 fsoj $261,02 1 1871 236j |
222 RETIREMENT 356= $392.10 i 6021 587
i
230 SOCIAL SECURITY 28041 $2323.86; 29161 2916;
; ; ; j
TOTAL I 430671 $43259.54 = 45862 46953;
2410-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS &MAINT. 800| $805.12.1 1025 1225;
531 TELEPHONE i 800i $1198.46! 1000 lOOOi
532 POSTAGE i lifoj $166.00 i 200^ 200!
550 PRINTIND j 300! $294.93 j 300 SOOJ
580 TRAVEL 5o6i $234.00 j 500 ioO-:
610 SUPPLIES 1 700! $673.58 ! 700 700!
660 roMPUTER" SOFTV ARE j Oi i'oXiO ! jJoT Oj
741 ADOmONAL EOuiPMEMT i 2666^ $0.00 i isO, Oi
742 REPLACEMENT EOuiPt-CNT i 300^ $6 00 | 0! 6\
81 6 ADM. DUES | 300^ $309 .66 j 326' 3201
890 MISCaLANEOUS
i 100, $126,00 1 250 lOOi
1 _ 1 I.
TOTAL ! 5960 $3801.14! 4645 4145!
i i i"!
i 1




BUDGETED i PROPOSED !
i 1990/91 1990/91 : 1991/92 ! 1992/95 i
2411-115 SECRETARIAL SALARIES 9690 $9341.50! 10078! 105S3!
21 1 BC/BS $0.00 ! Oi Oj
212 DENTAL INS.. j 0^ $0.00 j Oj O!
21 4 WORKERS' COMP. \ 47^ $76.07 | 49) 65;
230 SOCIAL SECURFTY 741 $714.66! 7711 806!




^iosT?* iToMTesTr™' ^ioiisl i'i'446r
_ — 1 .. — ; i .1-
2490-890 ASSEMBLY EXPENSES 2000 $1334.25! 20001 2000!
-.-. - - -I- .. .- .-.. 1- . _ I -._ 1...




OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL TOTALS 61544 $58542.82! 63445; 64524!
1-2540 OPERATION &MAINT. OF PLANT SVCS !
2540-117 CUSTODIAL SALARIES 17680 $0.00! Oi O!
211 BC/BS 1 1392 $0 00 i Oi Oi
212 DEriTAl WS. | 144^ $6,00 1 Oj Oj |
213 LIFE INSURANCE 0. $0 00! Oi Oi
214 v6rKERS- COMP.
I
652| $6.66! Oi 61
230 SOCIAL SECURITY 1353 $0.00! Ol O!









— -- ~- --" -— -
f 1 —t-









$18000 002540-350 CONTRACTED SERVC^
431 TRASH REMOVAL 1900
432 SrwV REMOVAL































652 OL 3000 $2902.79 3500 3000






741 ADDITIONAL EOUPMEHT 1 1800 $0 00 1000 1210
742 REPLACEMENT EOUIPMNT 1500 $0.00 1700 1600
890 MISCELLANEOUS $0 00
TOTAL 21081 $37799.65 41910 41 987
OPERATION OF MAINT OF PLANT TOTAL 42373 37799.65 41910 41987
1-2S50 PUP I. TRANSPORTATION SERVCE8 - „ „...l
50340] 503402552-510 STUDENT TRANSPORTATION 50340 $47530,00
50340 "50346TOTAL 50340 $47530 00
PAGE 1
1





2553-51 1 SPED TRANSP PUBLIC W-STATE 25048 $24763 41 , iboob 17200





TOTAL 2S6'48 $24763.41 1 idoob 17200




















PLANNINCVWC SERVX 38882 "$38282"6o" 31703 218629
1-2630 WFORMATION SERVICES




































....... . . ...9
$0.00
ACOUISITION & FACILITIES TOTALS b $0.00
:: .. :
J -6000 FUHD TRANSFERS
1
6500-880 - BIDG F1?0JECT BAL. 'il4846.i9
j
0|
6510-880 - CAPITAL RESERVE/SUPPL.APPROP. $0.00
FUND TRANSFERS TOTAL $14846.19
1 -7000 REFUND OF EXPEfOITURES
7??9:.?.?9....!?."..*?!?r.?y.T.JJ.51?_ _ _
_}TSp ZZIM^§^jJ.. ~Z.Z'ZIz^ ZI'ZUi^p.
REFUND OF EXPENDITURES TOTAL 1750 $2553.77 1750 1750
9-5100 DEBT SERVICES
5100-830 PRINCIPAL OF DEBT 30000 $30000.00 30000 30000
840 INTEREST OH DEBT 36430 $36430.00 34355 32280
TOTAL BUDGETED
OEFK:iT APPROPRIATION

























REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
TUITION
1310 SPEC! AL EDUC AT ION TU IT ION











1478 2000 1000 1400
- 150
88 400 88 88
2046
TOTAL LOCAL REVENUE 3612 2550 1088 1488




3200 RESTRICTED-GRANTS IN AID














TOTAL STATE REVENUE 29419 29108 20242 22739
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDER AL SOURCES
4400 REST . GR ANTS- IN- A ID THRU ST ATE
4420 EC I A TITLE II 2555 1750 1750 1750
TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUE 2555 1750 1750 1750
5200 TRANSFERS FROM OTHER FUNDS
5230 FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
TOTAL TRANSFERS




















































Mr. Richard v. Lates
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Ms. Francine E. Fullam
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STATE OP NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON-LYNDEBOROOGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ELECTION OP OFFICERS ON MARCH 10, 1992
TO the inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative
District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTTFrBD TO MEET ON THE TENTH
DAY OF MARCH 1992 TO VOTE FOR DISTRICT OFFICERS.
Wilton voters at the Wilton Elementary School at 10:00 o'clock
in the forenoon and Lyndeborough voters at Citizens' Hall in
Lyndeborough at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon.
To vote for District Officers:
1. To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year,
2. To choose one (1) Member of the School Board, by ballot,
from the Town of Wilton to serve a term of three (3) years.
3. To choose two (2) Members of the Budget Committee, by
ballot, one from the Town of Wilton, and one (1) from the
Town of Lyndeborough, with each member so chosen to serve a
term of three (3) years.
4. To choose, by ballot, two (2) Auditors for the ensuing year
Polls will open for balloting at the designated hours above and
will not close before 6:00 P.M. in Wilton and 6:00 P.M. in
Lyndeborough.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HA>7DS AT SAID WILTON THIS
FEBRUARY, 1992.
DAY OF
Harold Melcher Barry Greene James Pref takes
Martha Webb Robert Nields




STATE OP NEW HAMPSBIRE
WILTON-LYNDEBORODGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING ON MARCH 6, 1992
TO the inhabitants of the Wil ton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School
District in the Towns of Wilton and Lyndeborough, in the County of
Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District .
Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE WILTON-LYNDEBORODGH
COOPERATIVE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1992 AT SEVEN-THIRTY (7:30) O'CLOCK IN THE
EVENING, TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town
Meeting to be held at the Wilton Elementary School in Wilton and the
Citizens' Hall in Lyndeborough , beginning at 10:00 o'clock in the
morning on Tuesday, March 10, 1992.
5. To hear reports of Agents, Committees, or Officers chosen,
and to pass any vote relating thereto.
6. Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA
198:20-b providing that any school district at an annual meeting may
adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission
of such authority, the school board to apply for, accept and expend,
without further action by the School District, money from a state,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year?
7. TO see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School
District Officers and Agents, and for payment of statutory obligations
for the District.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1992.
tiarnld NpI rhfir T^arry arpe>T\et James Preftakes
Martha Webb Rgb?rt NjgJLds School Board
A true Copy - Attest
School Board
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MINUTES OF THE WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE
DISTRICT MEETING
March 8, 1991
Opening of the Meeting ; At 7:45 p.m. Mr. Melcher requested permis-
sion to start the meeting without Moderator Mr. Vincent Alsfeld, who
was late. Mr. James McEntee agreed to be the Moderator until Mr.
Alsfeld arrived. The voters were all in favor.
Mr. McEntee read the warrant as posted and turned the floor to Mr.
Alsfeld at 7:49 p.m. Mr. Melcher moved that permission be given to
the following to speak as need be on district affairs:
Mr. Richard V. Lates, Superintendent of Schools
Ms. Francine Fullam, Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Mr. Ernest Belanger, Principal, WLC
Ms. Lee Ann Packer, Special Education Director
The motion carried unanimously.
Article 5 ; Mr. Rockwood moved and Mr. Melcher seconded the follow-
ing: That the reports of Agents, Committees, or Officers chosen be
accepted as printed in the annual school district report.
Mr. Draper requested that all school staff's salaries (not just the
teachers' salaries) be published in the Town Reports. Mr. Lates said
a supplement with that information could be available by voting day,
Tuesday, March 12, 1991.
Mr. Greeley requested that the terms be listed with the Budget Com-
mittee members.
Motion carried.
Article 6 : Mr. Nields moved and Mr. Melcher seconded the following:
That the District vote to authorize the School Board pursuant to RSA
198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend without further action by
the School District Meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year.
Motion carried.
Article 7 ; Mr. Preftakes moved and Mr. Nields seconded the follow-
ing: That the District vote to authorize the School Board to appoint
a committee to review the Articles of Agreement and report to the
School Board within five years.
Motion carried..
Article 8 : Mr. Greene moved and Mr. Melcher seconded the following:
That the District appropriate the sum of NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE
DOLLARS ($975.00) to help support with other school districts a court
challenge to the constitutionality of New Hampshire's method of fund-







Mr. Preftakes explained this $975.00 would come from line item 2310-
890 which is "Miscellaneous." Mr. Greene further clarified that the
intent of the Board is to spend the $975.00 if the public so agreed
it was a good cause and if there was still that amount left in 2310-
890 at the end of the school year. He said that the purpose of the
article is not to raise the money but to help aid in the determina-
tion of the spending. Mr. Watts (of the Budget Committee) objected
to the fact that there was some money "without a reason for it" in
the budget. Mr. Greene tried to stress the issue was whether or not
the voters wanted to support the Claremont cause.
Mr. Greeley moved to vote on the question; the question was moved.
The question was voted on and Mr. Alsfeld determined the voices too
close to call so a standing vote took place. The totals were 72 - in
favor; 71 - opposed. Mr. Draper requested a paper ballot but Mr.
Alsfeld said no; motion carried.
Article 9 : Mr. Melcher moved and Mr. Nields seconded the following:
That the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MIL-
LION NINE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY FOUR
DOLLARS ($1,959,574.00) for the support of the schools, for the
salaries of School District officers and agents and for rhe payment
of statutory obligations of the District.
Mr. Melcher addressed the voters on the total budget. He informed
them that the faculty gave up two-thirds of their contracted raise.
With seme other cuts (from the Board and Budget Committee), the Board
was able to make the first level-funded budget in the 21 year history
of WLC. However, in order to accomplish that goal, a position will
have to be cut and no one on the Board wants to see tha^: happen. The
Board had not yet voted to cut the position in hopes the. public vot-
ers would support them and the cut would not have to be made. Some
good news was that a recent state legislation cut the retirement por-
tion of the budget by $26,060.00 and Mr. Melcher would like to keep
that $26,060.00 in the budget to help avoid the cutting of that one
teacher. It was clarified that the budget with the $26,060.00 in-
cludes the step increase and 3.5% increase for the teachers.
Mrs. Watt moved to amend the budget amount to be ONE MILLION NINE
HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED AND FIFTY SEVEN DOLLARS
($1,973,657.00), reflecting an increase of FOURTEEN THOUSAND EIGHTY
THREE DOLLARS ($14,083.00) to reinstate one teacher position on line
item 1100. The move was seconded by Mr. Watt. Motion carried.
There was some confusion from the voters as to which amount was
needed to keep the teacher's position ($26,060.00 or $14,083.00) and
Mr. Rockwood clarified that a total of $40,143.00 was needed. The








Per Mr. Alsfeld an "unofficial" paper ballot would take place on Mrs.
Watt's amendment. The public could vote without the use of the town
checklists, but everyone who did vote had to be a registered voter.
At 8:30 p.m. the voting started and ended at 8:40 p.m. due to an un-
registered voter getting a ballot in the box. At 8:42 p.m. the vot-
ing was repeated with the supervisors and checklists. At 9:00 p.m.
the polls closed and the totals were 79 -in favor; 76 - opposed.
Motion carried.
There was some discussion on the new total budget amount. Mr. Draper
moved to remove a total of FIFTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($55,000.00)
from line item 1100-112. A paper ballot took place at 10:12 p.m. and
polls closed at 10:20 p.m. Totals were 54 - in favor; 90 - opposed.
Motion did not carry.
A main motion v;as made by Ms. Neilson, seconded by Mrs. Alsfeld to
accept the new budget of ONE MILLION NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE THOU-
SAND SIX HUNDRED AND FIFTY SEVEN DOLLARS ($1,973,657.00). A paper
ballot vote went from 10:36 p.m. - 10:49 p.m. The totals were 92 -
in favor; 56 - opposed. Motion carried.
Closing of the Meeting : Mr. Melcher made a brief announcement on an
Easter Bake Sale to be held at Shaw's on March 31, 1991 and said bak-
ers were needed to donate items; contact Marty Webb for information.
Another announcement was to support the WLC Drama Club and see their
upcoming play.
Mr. Alsfeld recognized Mr. Rockwood for his service to the Board,
which would soon be ending. Mr. Rockwood was acknowledged with a
standing ovation.
The motion was made by Mr. Pollock to adjourn the meeting at 10:56
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The 1991 school year began with a student enrollment of 322
students with the following grade enrollments:
1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 (projected)
Grade 7-70 Grade 7-62 Grade 7-62
8-57 8-66 8-63
9-60 9-69 9-67
10 - 37 10 - 53 10 - 71
11 - 37 11 - 31 11 - 52
12 - 41 12-41 12 - 31
Sped - 5
307 322 . 346
Ms. Pamela Webb joined the Cooperative staff as a teacher of
business education, replacing Ms. Denise Proulx.
Mrs. Martha Webb was elected to the School Board for a three-year
term. Mr. Harold Melcher was re-elected as Chair to the WLC School
Board and Mr. Barry Greene was re-elected vice Chair. Ms. Maria Brown
was appointed School Board Clerk; Ms. Jessica vargish was re-elected
Student Representative; and Mr. Lawrence Brown was appointed
Treasurer. At the Annual Meeting, the School District approved an
appropriation of $1,973,657.
On June 7, 1991, thirty-seven V7LC students received their
diplomas from Mr. Barry Greene, vice chair of the WLC School Board.
Top scholars of the class of 1991 were Shannon Claire,
valedictorian and Jeffrey Wright, Salutatorian . Seventy-five percent
of the graduating class went on to further their education, having
been accepted at the following institutions of higher learning:
Cape Cod Community College
Castelton State College
Hesser College
Keene Academy of Hair Design
Keene State College
N. H. Technical College, Nashua
N. H. Technical Institute, Concord
Notre Dame, Manchester
Palm Beach Community College
Syracuse University
University of Maine
University of New Hampshire
Wheeler College
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The following graduates were scholarship recipients:
Charles Gentes, ROTC Scholarship; Tina Dejesus, WLCTA Scholarship;
Tamara LaFrancois, Nashua Trust Co.; Sylvia Taylor, Contoocook Board
of Realtors; Robert Careou ond Msfk Keii(i«='.1y , Bufeinees r)?pattnient
scholarship; Tamara LaFrancois and Jeffrey Wright, Lioness <
Scholarship; Jeffrey Wright, Kitchiner Science Scholarship; Beth
Crocker, 2nd Congregational Church; Mark Kennedy and Michael McMurray,
Wilton Men's Basketball Scholarship; Scott Tucker and Sylvia Taylor,
Wilton Garden Club; and Robert Carson, Sylvia Taylor, Beth Crooker,
Nancy Wilson, Tina Pidgeon, Aaron Robbins, Tamara LaFrancois, Jeffrey
Wright, Michael McMurray, Rebecca Charbonneau, Mark Kennedy, Dan
Geddes, Tho Nguyen, Shawn Chauvin, the Blanchard Scholarship.
WLC student, Jeremy Audette, placed first in DECA (Distributive
Education Clubs of America) in the "quick service management category"
and thereby became a delegate to the DECA convention in Denver, CO.
Spelling Bee winner this year was Jessica McEwan who represented
WLC on March 8th at the regional spelling bee in Manchester.
On May 2, more than 125 high school students attended a live
performance of HAMLET at the North Shore Music Theatre.
WLC Drama Club presented SCHEHERAZADE AND TALES FROM THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS on March 8, 9 and 10 and on March 23rd presented Act I from ALI
BABA at the New Hampshire Educational Theatre Guild Regional Play
Festival at the John Stark Regional High School in Weare.
The WLC physics class participated in the eleventh Photon
statewide bridge building contest on February 12, 1991. Tina Pidgeon
and Jeffrey Wright qualified for the finals of the contest.
WLC student, Jeremy Glines, became the New Hampshire Junior High
Chess Champion for the year, taking the title at the N. H. State
Individual Scholastic Chess Championship held on March 2nd.
A well attended Junior Prom was held in a beautifully decorated
WLC gymnasium on Saturday, May 18th. immediately following the prom,
a drug-free, alcohol-free post prom party was held at the Merrimack
Athletic Club, sponsored by parents of the junior class and the
Wilton/Lyndeborough Youth Center.
A curriculum renewal project is underway in the Wilton,
Lyndeborough and Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative districts.
Professional staff members in each grade and department are working
together to develop essential student outcomes for grades 6, 8 and 12.
These outcomes will represent what a student should know and be able
to do as s/he completes the respective grades. Outcomes will later be
developed for each subject and course taught, and arranged in a
sequence to reflect the districts' curriculum offerings R-12. Any
discrepancies which arise between course and grade level outcomes and
the exit outcomes developed for grades 6, 8 and 12 will be corrected.
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staff members are entering into the project with enthusiasm and
commitment. The opportunity for teachers in the Wilton and
Lyndeborough districts to meet and review the other's curriculum is
expected to be extremely beneficial, as is the opportunity for
elementary and secondary staff to collaborate on a program of
accountability to a Wilton-Lyndeborough student. This articulation of
the curriculum has long been a goal of the three districts. Focusing
on the students, and their preparation for the future, has ±>een an
acceptable way to approach the task.
Once the outcomes are developed, attention will be given to valid
ways in which to measure their attainment. Standardized testing will
be given consideration, as will alternative methods of assessment,
such as student reports, portfolios and demonstrations. Our goal as
districts is to make certain that every student has mastered the
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Vision Tests - 170
Hearing Tests - 42
Heights & Weights - 170
Glucose Testing - 75
First Aid - 1,502
Scoliosis Screening- 72
Counseling - 35










Strep Throat - 33
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W-L COOPERATIVE TEaCHIMG STAFF - 1991/92
1 AST NAME FIRST NAME DFGRFF . YfAR5i. 5?l?rY91 92
35.540:00
POSITION
BALDWIN 6WYN M15 16 ENGLISH
BEANE PETER H. M 24 38,226,00 ENGLISH
BELANGER ERNEST 55.216.00 PRINCIPAL
BFtOOKES riARY ELLEN B15 \A 33,092.00 ENGLISH/ FRENCH
BUTTON JAHES B 16 33,700 00 MATH/ COMPUTERS
CHEN CRYSTAL n 12 1 8,842.00 CHEMISTRY/PHYSICS - 60%
CORDILEONE LINDA B 10 28,58900 BUSINESS
DECKER DOUG M 5 26,226.00 ENGLISH
DORAN DIANE B n 29,377.00 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DURAN LINDA BIS 13 31.853.00 MATHEMATICS
FENNER PAT B 9 27,801.00 MATHEMATICS
FINCH DAVID B II 29,377.00 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOWLER PHILIP M 21 38.226.00 GUIDANCE
61AJ1BR0CC0 ROCCO B15 9 28,364.00 SOCIAL STUDIES
GLOUDEMANS SARAH BURT MIS 14 34.2)7.00 LIBRARIAN
HAYES-WEBER LORI B 8 27,014.00 SCIENCE
HIRTZ LINDA B 7 26,226.00 SOCIAL STUDIES/STUDY SKILLS
HORN DANIEL J. B15 4 24,875.00 ENGLISH
JORDAN DANIEL 8 3 23,74900 MUSIC
nCDONALD JOSEPH F. B 12 30,278.00 FRENCH/SPANISH
PANO ROBERT B. B15 22 37.143.00 SCIENCE
PAYELIAN JOHN M15 21 38,585.00 SCIENCE
PICARD MARGARET M 10 29,715.00 GUIDANCE
POTVIN BARBARA B 5 24,875.00 SPED
RAPF CANDACE B 4 24,312.00 NURSE
SCHWOERER MARY' B 2 23,187.00 HOME ECONOMICS
SMITH CHERYL n 14 33,654.00 A5ST PR INC/MATH
SULLIVAN BETSIELANE M15 19 36,422.00 MATHEMATICS
TRIPP STEVEN B15 9 28,364.00 SPED
WEBB PAMELA A. M 1 23,749.00 BUSINESS
WHEELER BRUCE BIS 23 37.143.00 INDUSTRIAL ARTS
WING JUDl n 9 28,927.00 ART
WITTY DIRK B 17 34,200.00 INDUSTRIAL ARTS
YANNONE ERICP B15 19 35,70000 SOCIAL STUDIES
W-L COOPERATIVE SUPPORT STAFF - H391/92
LAST NATIE FIRST NAME salarv9i 92 POSITION
AHERN MARGARET 9,975,00 CHAPTER 1 TUTOR - WLC
BUFFAM BEVIN 7,200.00 ESL TUTOR
CROCKER GARY . 3,535.00 AIDE/1N-SCH00L SUSPENSION
DRAKE CHARLES 18,94900 CUSTODIAN
6ALLETTA E. JOYCE 10.345.00 SECRETARY
HASU SCOTT 4,471.00 CUSTODIAN
HENDERSON PATRICIA . 7.358.85 SCHOa LUNCH - WLC
JESKY CHRISTINA 21,77000 SECRETARY
JOHNSON HEIDI 1.416.60 LUNCH TRANSPORTER - WLC
JOHNSON JANET 8,725.05 SCHOOL LUNCH -WLC
KORPI STEPHEN 25,83400 CUSTODIAN
PICHE JANET 5,27040 SPED - AIDE/WLC
POLLACK NANCY 6,897.00 SECRETARY
THOnPSON JULIE 4,147.00 GUIDANCE SECRETARY
TUTTLE LORRAINE 13,368.20 SCHOOL LUNCH DIRECTOR /WLC













































' National Honor Society
^ Top Ten
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROOGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OP SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASDRER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1990 to June 30, 1991
cash On Hand July 1, 1990 $ 41,467.08
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation $ 1,812,337.00
Revenue From State Sources $ 80,573.29
Revenue From Federal Sources $ 2,241.47
Received From Tuitions $ 9,287.25
Received From All Other Sources $ 29,065.72
Total Receipts $1,933,504.73
Total Available For Fiscal Year $1,974,971.81
Less School Board Orders paid $1,910,772.05
Balance on Hand June 30, 1991 $ 64,199.76
July, 1991 Lawrence A. Brown, Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements, and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative, Wilton, New
Hampshire of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1991, and find them correct in all aspects.
Barbara L. Putnam, Auditor
Edna Bean, Auditor
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WILTON-LYNDEBORODGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL LUNCH REPORT
1990-1991
The suminary below covers the audited receipts, expenditures and the
balances of the School Lunch Program at the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative High School, the Wilton Elementary School and the
Lyndeborough Central School for the fiscal year 1990-91.
Cash on Hand July 1, 1990 $ 760.87
RECEIPTS:
Lunch & Milk Sales $ 57,141.93





TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE $ 115,014.71
EXPENDITURES:
Food Purchases $ 51,738.06
Labor & Benefits 60,101.11
Expendables & Custodials 1,500.38
Equipment 1,096.99 '
Utilities & Other 3,813.34 ' ' '' '
Program Transportation 362.40
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 118,612.28
Balance on Hand June 30, 1991 $ -3,597.57
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1991
RECEIPTS
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE (7/ 1 /90) $44,364.34
1000 REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1100 TAXES
1121 CURRENT APPROPRIATION $ 1,826,757.00
1300 TUITION
1332 SPED TUITION $ 8,140.00
1342 VOCATIONAL TUITION $ 1,170.30
1500 EARNINGS ON INVESTMENTS
1510 INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS $ 10,236.23
1 900 OTHER REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1910 RENTALS $ 129.20
1990 OTHER LOCAL REVENUE $ 222.20
3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3100 UNRESTRICTED GRANTS-IN-AID
31 10 FOUNDATION AID $ 34,78024
3200 RESTRICTED GRANTS-IN-AID
3230 DRIVER EDUCATION $ 9,431.10
3240 CATASTROPHIC AID $ 36,166.22
3900 OTHER
3910 GAS TAX REFUNDS $ 45.73
GRAND TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 1,927,078.22
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
WILT0N-LYNDEB0R0U6H COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1991
EXPENDITURES 1990-1991
000 INSTRUCTION
1 100 REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1 12 TEACHER SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS













1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS











1201-1 15 SPEC ED TEACHER AIDE SALARIES
200 BENEFITS


























































1290 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
561 PUBLIC- INSTATE
562 OUT OF STATE
569 PRIVATE
1300-561 VOC ED TUITION $ 1,537.16
1410 CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES




810 DUES & FEES
890 MISCELLANEOUS






























2200 SUPPORT SERVICES INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
2210 iriPROVEMENT OF INSTl STAFF
270 COURSE REIPIBURSEMENT
290 STAFF DEVELOPMENT
2220 EDUCATION MEDIA SERVICES
2222-113 MEDIA SPECIALIST SALARIES
200 BENEFITS
440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS &MAINT.




640 MAGAZINES & PERIODICALS
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT
810 DUES
2223-610 AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES
660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE
741 AV ADD! EQUIPMENT
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT
2300 SUPPORT SERVICES - ADMINISTRATION
2310 SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
380 SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
381 CLERK
382 TREASURER

























2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF SCHOOLS










































2490-890 GRADUATION/ASSEMBLIES $ 2,387,00





440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS &MAINT.
44 1 MAI NTENANCE OF GROUNDS





































2550 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
2553-511 SPED TRAN5P PUBLIC IN-STATE $ 3.046.59
512 OUT OF STATE % 8,919,10
513 PRIVATE $ 1,968.15
2554-510 FIELD TRIP TRANSPORTATION $ 501.21
511 ACADEMIC con. TRAN5P. $ 1,133.10
2555-510 ATHLETIC TRIP TRANSPORTA! TON $ 11,758.71
2559-519 VOCATIONAL ED TRANSPORTATION $ 727.27
2600 SUPPORT SERVICES - nANA6ERIAL
2620-330 SPED ADMIN $ 34,630.00
2630 INFORMATION SERVICES
2639-580 TRAVEL & CONFERENCES $ 1,045.64
7000 REFUND OF EXPENDITURES
7000-890 IN-AND-OUT ITEMS $ 4,341.96
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 1.933,01684
STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY
WILT0N-LYNDEB0R0U6H COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1991
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FUND EQUITY JUNE 30, 1991
SPECIAL FOOD CAPITAL
GENERAL REVENUE SERVICE RESERVE
44.36434 499.25 -52.726.18
1 ,927,078.22 4,341.96 43,283.77 3,254.81
3,092.51
1 ,928,674.88 4.341.96 43,684.19 0.00
45,860.19 000 98.83 55,980.99
ASSETS
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BALANCE SHEET



























RESERVE FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
TOTAL LIABILITY & FUND EQUITY
2,111.41




85,276.17 2,241.96 1,250 05 55,980.99
100
....i..
EXPENDED i VOTED i PROPOSED





$796861 .37 1 844756 "j 878281
211 BC/BS $79722.72 I 100393! 126670
212 DENTAL INS. 1 $1881.51 i 4200! 4200
213 LIFE INS $1532.20 i 1*210! 1214
214 VORKERS' COMP. $5036.99 i 4079: 5445
222 RETIREMENT j $8365.30 i 133471 13526
230 SOCIAL SECURITY : $60960.03 i 645181 67189
260 UNEMPLOYMENT $675.91 i 3330.1 3415
•;
TOTAL $955036.03 j 1035838! 1 099940
1 1 00-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT. $3229.54 i 5089! 6199
610 DESK SUPPLIES $14172.75 i 156591 15550
611 PAPER SUPPLIES j $6638.94 i 70381 7139
612 TESTS $193.14 i o\
630 TEXTBOOKS $12870.27 i 12833] 16291
631 VORKBOOKS I $2585.62 i 2537! 2597
660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE $1974.39 i 999! 2396
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT $8958.15 i 5614! 7932
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT i $9583.30 i 57701 5342














$19345.20 j 15100! 15100
211 MEDICAL $1631.56 ! 1866! 2311
212 DENTAL $0.00 \ 150! 150
213 LIFE INS. $55.20
j 43! 43
214 VORKERS" COMP. $74.09 i 73 i 93
230 SOCIAL SECURITY $1485.82 i 11551 1155
260 UNEMPLOYMENT i $12.15 i 60 i 60
i
TOTAL $22604.02 i 18447! 18912
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TOTAL $6990.60 j 8660: 8670
•
REGULAR PROGRAM TOTALS
1 - 1 200 SPEC I AL EDUC AT ION PROGRAMS
























































TOTAL $1721.37 2022; 2400
















TOTAL $14751.05 187561 19081
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM TOTALS! $74735.78 809921 90628
...„._^
1 02 SCHOOL D ISTR ICT BUDGET-2 /3 /92
....i..




1 230-330 PSYCHOLOG IC AL TEST ING 1 $230.00 j 9001 1500
33 1 AUD lOLOG IC AL TEST ING $0.00 i oi
334 PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY $15285.00 i 27900! 28000
i
TOTAL J $15515.00 i 288001 29500
SPEC ED TESTING & THERAPY TOTAL j $15515.00 i 266001 29500
1 290-56 1 PUBL IC - IN ST ATE 1 $2806.00 i 48001 8650
1
$9460.90 1 Oi





$49417.80 i 208001 44150
SPECIAL ED TUITION TOTAL 1 $49417.80 i 208001 44150
1300-561 VOC ED TUITION $1537.16 j 25001 2500
t
....I..
VOCATIONAL ED PROGRAM TOTAL $1537.16 j 2500! 2500
i
1410-112 COCURRICULAR ACT. SALARIES i $22350.00 i 228501 23690
214 VORKERS'COMP. i $116.31
i 112! 147
222 RETIREMENT $0.00 i 3611 365
230 SOCIAL SECURITY $1709.78 i 17481 1812
260 UNEMPLOYMENT i $19.25 i 91 i 95
I
TOTAL $24195.34 i 25162! 26109
i
1410-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS &MAINT. $895.75 i 1103i 948
590 PURCHASED SERVICES $7240.00 i 7570! 8219
610 SUPPLIES 1 $4636.97 i 38441 3439
74 1 ADD IT ION AL EQU IPMENT $0.00 i Oi
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $0.00 i Oi
810 DUES
:
$1148.00 i 1150! 1295
890 MISC. -AWARDS j $1115.62 j 1000! 1062
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...i..
EXPENDED i VOTED PROPOSED
1 1990/91 I 1991/92 1 1992/93
1
t""
1411-112 ACADEMIC CO CURRICULAR < $5650.00 j 61401 6140
214 VORKERS COMP.
...i..
$30.00 i 301 38
222 RETIREMENT $0.00 i 971 95
230 SOC .SECURITY \ $432.22 i 470 i 470
260 UNEMPLOYMENT ! $6.00 j of"
j
TOTAL - 1 $6112.22 i 67371 6743
1
1411-610 SUPPLIES 1 $1184.56 1 11301 1040
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $0.00 j oj
810 DUES & FEES $789.79 i 795! 595
890 MISC. - AWARDS $314.82 i 5001 460
i i
t"
TOTAL $2289.17 j 24251 2095
;
i





$9581.10 j 36001 3600
OTHER INSTR PROGRAMS TOTAL t $57214.17 i 52591 1 53530
i
1 -21 00 SUPPORT SERVICES - PUPIL : :
1-2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES • ;
2120-113 GUIDANCE SALARIES
:
$57276.24 \ 560551 62237
211 BC/BS $5725.46 i 19801 2411
212 DENTAL INS. i $150.00 i 1501 150
213 LIFE INS. ; $110.40 j 441 43
214 WORKERS' COMP. i $345.68 i 2751 386
222 RETIREMENT $734.47 i 8861 958
230 SOCIAL SECURITY : $4398.07 i 4291: 4761
260 UNEMPLOYMENT : $47.62 1 2241 249
...i...
1
TOTAL i $68787 .94 i 63905.1 71195
2121-115 GUIDANCE SECRETARY SALARIES : $4257.00 i 42501 4410
214 WORKERS' COMP i $21 .99 i 211 27
230 SOCIAL SECURITY $309.06 i 3251 337
260 UNEMPLOYMENT $3.04 j 171 18
i





j j PAGE 4
1 04 SCHOOL D ISTR ICT BUDGET-2 /3 /92
...I..
EXPENDED i VOTED i PROPOSED
1990/91 1991/92 1992/93
2120-532 POSTAGE !J $150.00 j 3001 350
610 SUPPLIES 1 $246.98 i 526 i 696
612 TESTS 1 $398.55 j 775 i 863
630 TEXTBOOKS $498.92 i 90! 250
660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE $54.30 i oi
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT $0.00 i 0\
810 DUES $299.95 j 3001 350
1
TOTAL $1648.70 j 19911 2509
:
GUIDAMCE SERVICES TOTAL $75027.73 i 70509! 78496
2
1-2130 HEALTH SERVICES i
2134-113 NURSES SALARIES $30341.00 : 324161 33616
211 BC/BS $4274.32 j 49891 6341
212 DENTAL INS. $150.00 i 150i 150
213 LIFE INS. $55.20 i 44 i 43
214 YORKERS' COMP. $188.77 1 159: 208
222 RETIREMENT
I
$323.72 i 51 2i 518
230 SOCIAL SECURITY $2321 11 i 2480 i 2571
260 UNEMPLOYMENT $25.32 i 1301 134
:
TOTAL $37679.44 i 4oeeol 43581
2134-330 ACADEMIC PHYSICALS J $372.41 i 12001 1540
440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MA INT i $0.00 j O'i 69
532 POSTAGE $25.00 j 25! 35
580 TRAVEL /CRISIS INTERVENTION $0.00 i 2500! 1
610 SUPPLIES $466.10 i 429! 475
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT j $0.00 j Oi
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $0.00 i Oj
TOTAL i $863.51 i 41541 2120
j
HEALTH SERVICES TOTAL j $38542.95 j 45034: 45701
PAGE 5
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i EXPENDED i VOTED PROPOSED




1-2210 IMPROVEMENT OF INSTl STAFF i i




290 ST AFF DEVELOPMENT i $8537.14 i 34251 3185
61 CURRICULUM SUPPLIES : $0.00 i oi
640 PROFESSIONAL BOOKS & SUBSC.
""?"
$0.00 i 2501 200
I i
IMPROVEMENT OF INST'L STAFF TOTAL $12529.64 1 8175J 7885
: S
1 -2220 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES : :
2222-113 MEDIA SPECIALIST SALARIES $31864.00 1 34217] 35417
211 BC/BS $4393.92 i 49891 6341
212 DENTAL INSURANCE $150.00 1 1501 150
213 LIFE INS. $0.00 i 441 43
214 WORKERS' COMP $198.27 i 1685 220
222 RETIREMENT $348.16 i 5411 545
$2437.47 i 26181 2709
260 UNEMPLOYMENT $26.33 i 1371 142
1 :
TOTAL $39418.15 i 428641 45567
i
:
2222-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT $587.65 i 7661 625
453 RENTAL OF FILMS $617.07 : 500: 150
532 POSTAGE $85.00 i 85| 100
610 SUPPLIES $350.07 i 3501 300
630 LIBRARY BOOKS $4853.6d 1 46561 4680
640 MAGAZINES B^ PERIODICALS $1406.38 j 1400} 1200
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $1855.38 i Oi 1000
810 DUES $20.00 1 301 20
1
TOTAL $9774.55 j 70651 8075
* t""
1
$52.22 i 7351 600
660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE $'1836 .'39!' i666i 2552
741 AV ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT $398.74 i Oi
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $750.00 i oi
1
1
TOTAL $3037.35 i 17351 3152
„ ^.,.,







1 06 SCHOOL D ISTR ICT BUDGET-2 /3 /92
....j...
EXPENDED 1 VOTED i PROPOSED 1
1 1990/91 1991/92 1 1992/99
j 1
1 -231 SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES 1 i i
2310-380 SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
...i..
$1011.56 ! lOOOi 300
381 CLERK
;
$430.60 i 4001 440
382 TREASURER $538.34 1 5001 540
383 SUPERVISOR S^ BALLOT CLERK $157.30 i 4401 200
384 MODERATOR $25.00 i 251 25
365 AUDITORS 1 $690.93 j 21901 700
390 LEGAL FEES j $175.70 j 500i 500
521 S.B. LIABILITY INSURANCE X $1975.00 i 3043.1 2000
532 POSTAGE
...I..
$293.20 i 250] 300
610 SUPPLIES $520.88 i 3001 500
810 DUES $1842.82 i 16601 1850
890 MISC.- ADVERTISING $2424.17 i 20001 2000
:
^... ^..,
TOTAL i $10085.50 i 123081 9555
i
1
1 -2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF SCHOOLS t 1 I
2320-351 SCHOOL ADM UNIT EXPENSES 1 $48740.00 1 43772: 44987
TOTAL $48740.00 i 457721 44987
GENERAL ADM. SERVICES TOTAL $58825.50 i 53080; 54542
I
1-2400 SUPPORT SERVICES - SCHOOL ADM j
1 -241 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL i i !
2410-111 PRINCIPAL SALARIES j $57772.04 i 593561 60556
211 BC/BS $4268.06 i 49891 6341







$355.49 i 291: 375
222 RETIREMENT $599.32 j 9381 933
230 SOCIAL SECURITY : $4413.99 j 45411 4633
260 UNEMPLOYMENT 1 $48.63 i 2371 242
t
^..,. I...











V L C SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET-2/3/92 107
...i...
EXPENDED 1 VOTED PROPOSED
1990/91 1991/92 j 1992/93
I j
2410-440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT. i $4557.17 51871 4297
531 TELEPHONE $5576.53 5410] 5600
532 POSTAGE I $1100.00 . 13001 1350
550 PRINTING : $1059.40 13001 1350











1 $3150.00 01 7652









$39386.14 i 390121 40471
211 BC/BS >
...i...
$4203.72 1 49891 5405
212 DENTAL INS. $150.00 i 3001 150
213 LIFE INS. 1 $21 .60 1 44.1 43
214 WORKERS- COMP.
I
$228.84 i 1911 251
230 SOCIAL SECURITY [ $3012.97 j 29841 3096




$47035.68 1 476761 49578
j
1 j












1-2540 OPERATION & MAINT. OF PLANT SVCS j 1
2540-117 CUSTODIAL SALARIES j $48937.20 1 517741 53624
211 BC/BS I $7378.62 j 86321 10591
212 DENTAL INS. t $i56.'od 1 300.1 300
213 LIFE INS.
..i....
$110.40 j 88; 86
214 WORKERS' COMP. $2398.87 j 19111 1979
230 SOCIAL SECURITY 1 $3744.86 1 3961
1
4102
260 UNEMPLOYMENT : $41 .56 1 2071 215
1
,„., ^„„













j 1 1 PAGES
108 SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET-2/6/92
EXPENDED i VOTED PROPOSED




2540-431 TRASH REMOVAL $4183.34 i 52001 5200





440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS 1^ MA INT. i $1648.23 j 17001 1000
441 MAINTENANCE OF GROUNDS $4033.27 i 1700! 1500
442 BUILDING REPAIRS &, MAINT. $32329.36 i 109001 9850
443 BUILDING MAINTENANCE $6736.73 i 7300: 10261
520 BUILDING INSURANCE ; $12706.00 i 127061 12706
580 TRAVEL j $300.00 i 3501 400






652 OIL $12154.30 j 177001 11052
653 ELECTRICITY j $29211.07 i 36893! 36480
654 HEATING CONVERSION i $42787.41 1 39760T 39860
655 OUTDOOR LIGHTING
1
$2368.24 1 2551 i 2400
656 VATER $4940.00 i 66751 4940
657 SEVER j $11340.00 j 86401 8640
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT i $23.30 i 16001 850
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT
...i...
$3910.08 i 24001 4591
890 MISCELLANEOUS $8750.00 i 01
;
TOTAL $185600.06 i 1646201 157500
...i...
i
OPEI^ATfON & HA^NT OF PLANT TOTAL




1 -2550 PUP IL TR ANSPORT AT ION SERV ICES j 1 J
2553-511 SPEDTRANSP PUBLIC IN-STATE ; $3046.59 i 14300: 18300
512 PUBLIC OUT OF STATE $8919.10 i 01 26750
513 PRIVATE IN & OUT OF STATE $1968.15 i 01
TOTAL
...i...
$13933.84 j 143001 45250
j 1 j
2554-510 FIELD TRIP TRANSPORTATION $501.21 i 10001 700
511 ACADEMIC COM. TRANS. $1133.10 i 17501 1275
TOTAL j $1634.31 j 2750! 1975
2555-510 ATHLETIC TRIP TRANSPORTATION $11758.71 i 11925! 11605
I
^....












2559-519 VOCATIONAL ED TRANSPORTATION j $727.27 j 5001 750
TOTAL $727.27 5001 750
PUPIL TRANS. SERVICES TOTAL $28054.13 29675: 59580
)-2620 PLANNING, RESEARCH
•i-
DEVELOPMENT & EVALUATION SVCS







PLANNING, ETC. SERVICES TOTAL $34630.00 316601 25879
1-2630 INFORMATION SERVICES
2639-580 TRAVEL & CONFERENCES $1045.64 1 5001 550
530INFORMATIONAL SERVICES TOTAL $1045.64 500!
1-2900 RETIREMENT SERVICES
>900-224 RETIREE'S RETIREMENT $0.00 i
226 ACCRUED LIABILITY $0.00 I
TOTAL $0.00 i 0\
RETIREMENT SERVICES TOTAL $0.00
1-4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITION & CONSTR






TOTAL $0.00 7501 750
750ACQ. & CONSTRUCTION SVCS TOTAL $0.00 750:
1 -6000 FUND TRANSFERS
651 0-880 CAPITOL RESERVE $0.00 i 11
TOTAL FUND TRANSFERS $0.00
PAGE 10










VILTON LYNDEBOROUGH COOP REVENUES 92-92 111
REVENUE
ACTUAL EST. EST. EST.
90-91 90-91 91-92 92-93
1 000 REVENUE FROM LOG AL SOURCES
1300 TUITION
1310 SPEC I AL EDUC AT ION TU IT ION








10236 5600 9269 10000
2000
351 2000 2100 350
TOTAL LOCAL REVENUE 19897 7600 20249 23375
3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3 1 00 UNRESTRICTED 6RANTS- IN- A ID
3110 FOUNDATION AID
3190 OTHER-ROAD TOLL
3200 RESTRICTED-GRANTS IN AID




34780 34997 17110 36628
46 298 46
9431 6900 6750 3600
36166 27304 10420
TOTAL STATE REVENUE 80423 69201 34578 40274
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4400 REST. GRANTS-IN-AID THRU STATE
4420 EC I A TITLE II 4342 3300 3300 3300
TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUE 4342 3300 3300 3300
5200 TRANSFERS FROM OTHER FUNDS
5230 FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
TOTAL TRANSFERS o
















WLC High School 654-6123
Selectmen's Meeting
Monday Evenings 7-9 (By Appointment)
Public Office Hours: Wednesday 9-5




J. A. Tarbell Library
Winter Hours: Monday 12-5 & 6-8
Wednesday 9-4
Friday 1-4








(Permit stickers available thru Town Clerk)
*Open May 1st - September 30th 1:00-7:00
Monday, Wednesday & Friday Closed
( AU Information Subject To Change)
